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ABSTRACT
The MIT/Draper Technology Development Partnership Project is a two year initiative between MIT's
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics and Draper Laboratory (the funding customer) to develop an
innovative, first-of-a-kind system. Through in-depth market research. concept generation. and reviews with
Draper. the Wide Area Surveillance Projectile (WASP) was chosen as the lead technology demonstration project.
The WASP is a gun-launched projectile in the 5"/54 NAVY to 155 mm ARMY class of munitions that transforms
into a powered flight vehicle after traveling a ballistic trajectory. Once transformed, the WASP performs visual-
imaging reconnaissance and relays field data to the user via a Satcom or UAV signal link. This thesis covers much
of the work conducted in the first year of the program. and focuses on Ballistics and aerodeceleration. Structures,
and Systems Interface Design of the WASP. Although the two year timeline for the program precludes building
the complete system, a series of "long-poles" are being used to demonstrate the concept functionality and feasibility
for possible prototype development. These long-poles include the development of high-g composite structures,
deployable flight surfaces. and a two-stroke propulsion system. as well as a virtual ground station with
sensors/communications subsystems. and finally a drop-test flyer that will perform the vehicles intended mission
scenario.
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1. Section I- Introduction
1.1 The MIT/Draper Technology Development Partnership Project
The MIT/DRAPER Technology Development Partnership Project seeks to develop and
demonstrate an innovative, first-of-a-kind system that is deemed to be important for the needs of
the United States of America. The two institutions involved in the project, namely the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Charles Stark Draper Laboratories, formed the
knowledge base upon which the project developed. Likewise, the research performed in
identifying national needs, opportunity areas, market potential, and possible innovative solutions
formed the basis for the preliminary development of the Wide Area Surveillance Projectile
(WASP) first-of-a-kind unmanned aerial vehicle system discussed in detail within this document.
1.1.1 Program Objectives
There are two main objectives associated with the MIT/DRAPER Technology
Development Partnership Project: an educational objective and a product development (customer)
objective.
The educational objective aligns with the MIT Aero/Astro Master of Engineering program
(M.Eng). This degree is highly focused on the development of Systems Engineering skills within
an environment that fosters entrepreneurial and innovative thinking. Using team design skills and
aspects of concurrent design methodology, the WASP project has grown from an initial Draper
charge, into an advanced conceptual design at the time of this writing.
The second objective stems from the Draper charge of developing a first-of-a-kind
system/product with innovative enabling technologies in view of reaching what Draper has
pleasantly coined the unobtanium. As Draper is the funding body for this project, they are seen as
the customer for whom the system is being developed. The end user on the other hand is seen as the
individual/company/agency that will be purchasing and using the WASP. Hence care was taken
to ensure that project goals aligned with the Draper company direction, and that the end customer
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was consulted when developing the system needs. The six specific Draper goals for this project
were that it
i) Be a first-of-a-kind system
ii) Answer a nationally important problem/opportunity/need
iii) Be considered "high-risk" or "unobtainable"
iv) Use an integrated product approach (multi-disciplinary)
v) Merge enabling technologies
vi) Be marketable to multiple users
1.1.2 Program Schedule - The Two Year Plan
The initial project goals, funding and schedule were negotiated by Senior Lecturer Charles
Boppe and Professor John Deyst of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics prior to the student team being assembled (Appendix A). This led
to the creation of the schedule of planned activities over the life of the two year project, as shown
in Figure 1.
It should be noted that the M.Eng students on the team are only with the project for a
period of two semesters and the Independent Activities Period in January, while concurrently
completing the full set of course requirements for a Master's Degree. Hence at the completion of
the first academic year of the project, there will be an outflow of some of the design team
members, and an inflow of new M.Eng students to complete the second year of the project.
There are two Master of Science students also on the project team, who will be with the project
for the full two years. Thus the 1997 summer period will be a transition time as some of the
incoming and outgoing students overlap. This period of time was factored into more detailed
schedules further in the design process, and appear in detail in Bernstein [8].
-12-
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1.2 Overview of the Wide Area Surveillance Projectile (WASP)
At the time of publishing this document, the MIT/Draper Technology Development
Partnership Project has progressed through the program schedule, as outlined previously in Figure
1, resulting in the selection and preliminary design of the Wide Area Surveillance Projectile
(WASP). This first-of-a-kind system is intended to be a form of NAVY 5"/54 and/or ARMY 155
mm artillery projectile that can transform into an Unmanned Reconnaissance Vehicle (URV) near
the end of its ballistic trajectory. The intention is for the system to provide visual intelligence
information for gun system targeting and battle field reconnaissance, via some form of visual
sensor that will provide updates every few seconds. Figure 1.2a below shows this operational
scenario.
Figure 1.2a - WASP Operational Scenario
The selection of this project for the MIT/Draper Technology Development Partnership
Project was based on the market assessment work conducted by the design team, and a customer
desire to work on a new product in the area of projectiles and reconnaissance vehicles. This can
be attributed to Draper's involvement with the same customer (intended customer) on previous
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programs, and its current work on precision guided munitions. The end result is that the WASP
is intended to fill a market niche for the intended customer (military), by providing a rapid-
response capability. As shown in Figure 1.2b, the driving market for the WASP will be its ability
to get to a target area within a couple of minutes, as opposed to some of the larger, more
complex surveillance platforms that may require up to several hours to re-task. The other goal of
this system is that it will be used at a company-level. Thus the decision to use the WASP, and the
information it provides, will be controlled by a given command unit.
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Figure 1.2b - WASP Market Niche
The WASP system is comprised of several key elements that will make its intended
mission a possibility. These include the projectile (that transforms into the flyer), the sensing
-16-
equipment on board the flyer, the communications system (which may be linked to other UAV's),
and the ground station used for information display and systems control.
Figure 1.2c below provides an overview of what components are included in this system,
in view of understanding the interface complexity the WASP project is dealing with.
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Figure 1.2c - Elements of the Total WASP System
1.3 Thesis Objectives
This thesis has three main objectives, within the context of the MIT/DRAPER Technology
Development Partnership Project, the two year timeline imposed for the project, and the specific
subsystems the author was responsible for or participated on.
-17-
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1.3.1 Objective 1 - Document for Project Use
The first objective of this thesis is to document the WASP design process and design
decisions made by the author. This will allow the next phase of WASP team members to get up
to speed on the reasons for the current system design, the methodology used in creating this
design, and some of the details of the analyses involved in the preliminary design work.
1.3.2 Objective 2 - Proposed Systems Engineering Best Practices
The second objective of this thesis is perhaps the most important with respect to the
M.Eng Degree. The goal is to identify and propose the most effective types of Systems
Engineering methods (or best practices) as they apply to rapid-prototype, first-of-a-kind system
projects. Specific areas of importance from the MIT/Draper Technology Development
Partnership Project that the author was involved in will be used to cite examples of how these
proposed systems engineering methods work and can be implemented on programs of a similar
nature. The specific areas of importance include:
i) Requirements flow-down from the customer to design drivers based on Quality
Function Deployment Matrices and Functional Flow Diagrams
ii) The development of analytic design models whose complexity matches the
design requirements and schedule of the system development team
iii) Interface management with Triangular Interface Matrices (TIM's) and the
development of interface design tools that minimize project development time
1.3.3 Objective 3 - Identification of Areas for Future Research
The final objective of this thesis, within the subsystem areas covered by the author, is to
cite possible research topics that could be investigated at a later date. This includes making
suggestions about the expected results of such research and the use it will serve.
It should be noted that all of these objectives are developed in parallel throughout this
thesis. This is the inherent result of writing the thesis to chronologically reflect the development
of the MIT/Draper Technology Development Partnership Project.
-18-
2. Section 11 - Work to Deliverable #1: Critical Needs and ODortunity Areas
The initial phase of this project dealt with the assessment of National Priorities and
MIT/Draper facilities and capabilities, as shown in the schedule outline in Figure 1. The purpose
of the former was to identify areas for potential market growth, market niches, and new areas of
product development that had been identified by numerous organizations within the national
public, private, and defense sectors. The preliminary research in this area was performed by
Bernard Asare and a detailed list of the source documents and contacts is available in the
Priorities and Opportunities Document that was delivered to Draper Labs [29]. The latter
assessment area used to highlight the capabilities of the MIT-Draper Labs-Lincoln Labs research
organizations in view of finding the areas of expertise that were common to the three groups
(hence areas of product development strength), or individual to one of the groups (hence resource
areas of niche expertise for design and development). The goal of the National Priorities and
MIT/Draper facilities and capabilities assessment was to provide the basis for generating ideas and
concepts that would eventually lead to the selection of a prime project for the team, as shown in
Figure 2 below.
National
OpportunityPriorities/NeedsPrioriti eeds Generating Process Multi-step projectAssessment
analysis and selection
process (expanded
further within this
document)
MIT/Draper/Lincoln
Facilities and
Capabilities *Project Selection*
Figure 2 - Assessment and Priorities Determination Flow
2.1 Critical Needs/Technologies Assessment
To prioritize issues of national interest and suggest opportunity areas, an assessment of
critical needs and critical technologies was performed using numerous sources [29], as mentioned
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To match the top-level national needs with the in-house capabilities and facilities available
to the design team, a hierarchy for the identification of national needs was created as shown in
Figure 2.1 a below, where the following definitions were adopted for use by the team:
* Need: a useful thing that is required or desired to address some identified
deficiency that is a result of a national situation.
* Technology: the means of applied science by which a required or desired need
is addressed/satisfied.
Team focus to
identify needs.
which leads to
developing an
enabling Deficiency Deficiency
teclmology (or -
system of
technologies)
Figure 2.1 a - Hierarchy for the Identification of National Needs
Using a document published by the White House in 1995, entitled National Critical
Technologies List, a series of seven critical needs bins were identified for use as a grouping
mechanism for generated ideas and the assessment of in-house capabilities. The seven needs bins
are
1) Energy Efficiency and Independence
2) Environmental Quality
3) Information Access and Communication Effectiveness
4) Health Care and Agricultural Efficiency
5) Advanced Manufacturing
6) Improved Materials
7) Advanced Transportation
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Figure 2 lb provides an overview of the seven needs bins, and some of the associated
enabling technologies that are anticipated to meet these needs, as taken from the Priorities and
Opportunities Document [29].
Needs Structure Candidate
Source: National Critical Technologies List, White House... Mar. '95
Note- NCTL used to syntehsize critical needs "bins"
U.S. National Security & Economic Prosperity
CRITICAL NEEDS BINS
1
Energy
Efficiency &
Independence
Adv Building
Systems
,Adv Propulsion
Systems
-Storage,
Distribution,
Conditioning. &
Transmission
-Advanced energy
generation
2
Environmental
Quality
,Monitoring &
Assessment
'Remediation &
Restoration
'Pollution Avoidance
& Control
3
Information
4
Health Care &
Access & Agricultural
ommunicatio Efficiency
Effectiveness
Adv Components
.Data Comp &
Routing
,Computer Interop &
Parallel Processing
Information Mgmi
Intelligent Complex
Adaptive Systems
Sensors
Software & Toolkits
PAdv Biotechnology
'Medical Devices &
Equipment
Agricultural
Production
Elliciency
'Food Supply Safety
PAdv Human-
Machine Interface
5
Advanced
Manufacturing
-Robotics &
Automation
'Adv Processes
-Semiconductor &
Microdevice Mig
6
Improved
Materials
-Alloys, Ceramics,
Composites, etc
'Inirastructure
-Stealth
Superconductors
,Aircrall Structures
7
Advanced
Transportation
Aircralt & Suriace
Vehicle Aerodyn
'Adv Avionics &
Controls
Adv Propulsion &
Power Systems
Syslems Integration
PAdv Human Factors
& Life Support
Figure 2 lb - Critical Needs Bins [29]
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2.2 Facility Capability Assessment
In order to provide an understanding of the facilities and capabilities at MIT, Draper Labs,
and Lincoln Labs, the current areas of research within these three organizations were evaluated
and aggregated into the aforementioned needs bins. This allowed the team to quickly view where
the strengths and weaknesses of all three organizations lie. Table 2.2 offers an overview of this
assessment, where the numbers in the boxes refer to the percentage of an organization's
capabilities that fall within a given national needs bin. A brief summary of each of the groups is
available in the Priorities and Opportunities Document [29].
As an example, under the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 44.5% of its
current research is associated with advanced transportation. The highlighted areas indicate where
each organization's activities are concentrated (i.e. highest percent). What is quickly seen from
this graph is that much of the teams capabilities lies in the domain of Advanced Transportation
and Information Access and Communications. This fact was important later in the project
selection process, as it highlighted areas where it was felt the team had a better chance for
success
Bin
Organizations and Elements .~ E <
E ' 
-
, e: C ,4 , ,
Draper Labs Laboratory 6.5 3.2 4.9 11.3 4.9 33.9
Lincoln Laboratory 0 0 5 3 3 5 0 140
MIT Academic Departments
Dept of Aero & Astro 2.9 5.0 21%6 , 11.7 0.7 13.6 44.5
Dept of EE & CS 12.9 8.1 8  16.1 8.1 0 0
Dept of Mat Sci & Eng 7.5 5.0 10.0 7.5 2.5 57.5 10.0
Dept of Mech Eng 6.2 1.8 11.6 26 3.6 24.1
Dept. of Ocean 7.7 12.8 2.6 0 7.7 0 69.2
Table 2 2 - Organizations and Research Projects as Grouped by National Needs Bins [29]
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2.3 Opportunity Generatin2 Process
The Opportunity Generating Process describes the methodology used by MIT in
identifying the prime areas of project opportunity for the MIT/Draper Technology Development
Partnership Project. Figure 2.3 below provides an overview of the Opportunity Generating
Process.
Opportunity Foundation
National Priorities
Capabilities (Draper/Lincoln/MIT)
Technology Innovation/Application
Marketability (next phase)
Brainstorming,
n-Tam 'Individual
SMin-Teams A
Initial List of Opportunities
Opportunities Listed in Bin i s
(ref National Needs)
Priority Grouping (Low/Medium/High)
Review Medium and Provide rationale for ranking
High results to achieve , (including pros/cons)hierarchical ranking
Subgroups defining [ Aggregated into
possible design concepts 4 categories used to define
within each category I" generated ideas
Draper/MIT Revi, D R A
PE R INPUT
f Prject Status and Ideas and VIEWS
Figure 2.3 - Opportunity Generating Process
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The foundation for developing the opportunities list lay in identifying topics that involved
national priorities, possible new technology innovations and applications, and markets that were
either undeveloped or open to the possibility of significant growth.
The information gathered on national needs and in-house capabilities was used as a basis
for brainstorming. Brainstorming was performed both individually and as a team, with the
intention of generating a list of possible opportunity areas. During the initial stages of
brainstorming no ideas were rejected. A complete list of these ideas is provided in the Priorities
and Opportunities Document [29], cross-referenced with the six Draper Goals set in Section 1.
These opportunities were then divided by MIT into one of three groups, namely "High,
Medium, or Low" potential, which defined MIT's view of their potential for further development.
The opportunities ranked as "High" or "Medium" are listed below.
High
* Detection of chemical or biological agents present in the environment
* Explosives detection and countermeasures (i.e. for old mines)
* Improved air traffic control (ATC)
* Automated package deliverl
* Free flight for aircraft
* Satellite-based ATC
Medium-High
* Mass manufacturing of small satellites
* Microsystems with extreme G tolerances
* Intelligent transportation systems
* New applications of gun technology (i.e. small satellite launch)
* Amphibious engine
* Unmanned vehicles for surveillance
* Automatic mapping vehicles
Medium
* Smart systems to assist humans in dangerous situations
* Search and rescue operations
* Automated rapid response disaster relief
* Cooperative sea/air/space search and rescue
* Hazardous waste dumping detection
* Emissions control
* Advanced simulation to assist A/C designers
* Intelligent systems for recreational vehicles
* Friend/Foe ID systems and hardware
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MIT ranked the list of "High and Medium" opportunities to highlight the prime ones for
further development (i.e. for concept generation and market analysis). This was accomplished by
calculating an average ranking for the opportunities, based on how they met the national needs
and how they aligned with the team's capabilities. The opportunities were then reviewed to
identify pros and cons [29]. Subsequently, the top priorities were combined into four main areas
of interest as follows:
1. Innovative Projectile Systems
2. Intelligent Cooperative Systems
3. Advanced Aircraft Navigation & Control
4. Inexpensive Space Capability
2.4 Opportunity Areas and Initial Concepts
In addition to identifying the prime opportunity areas for project development, the sub-
opportunity areas were explored for the development of concepts, as well as for assessing the
pros and cons associated with each opportunity area. The following sections provide an overview
of these areas. For a list of the associated pros and cons of these sub-areas, please refer to the
Priorities and Opportunities Document [29].
2.4.1 Innovative Projectile Systems
The intention of the Innovative Projectile Systems was to look for opportunity areas for
the use of impulse-launch gun technology in new application areas that would meet a national
need Some of the sub-opportunity areas identified included
* Deployment of bio/chem agent detection systems
* Automatic mapping vehicles
* Reconnaissance
An example for this category of opportunity area would be the use of micro-sensor-
equipped rounds that could serve as sensing devices such as IR detectors or microphones in a
hostile environment.
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2.4.2 Intelligent Cooperative Systems
Intelligent Cooperative Systems are a category of systems aimed at using smart systems to
aid humans in dangerous situations. As this topic covers many fields of interest, there were a lot
of derived sub-areas. Some of these included
* Cooperative Air-Sea-Space Search and Rescue
* Intelligent Transportation Systems
* Unmanned Surveillance/Attack Vehicles
Most of the concepts in this category implicitly had some form of advanced sensor and
image-recognition technology.
2.4.3 Advanced Aircraft Navigation
This opportunity area deals with the ever increasing problems associated with Air Traffic
Management and Control. It should be noted that this area was heavily supported by several
faculty members, while most of the design team had no interest in the subject. Regardless of this
fact, several interesting sub-areas were created, namely
* Space-based ATC communications
* Free flight and a flying World Wide Web
* Low-Cost backup communications systems
2.4.4 Inexpensive Space Capability
The area of Inexpensive Launch Capability was very appealing to the design team, as
many of the members had a strong background in space-related engineering. The three main
groups in this opportunity area were
* Lower cost launch systems
* Small satellite technology
* Reduce mission support costs
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3. Section III - Work to Deliverable #2: Lead Proiects and Down-Select
The work in Deliverable #1 was intended to serve as the basis for developing project
concepts, which would eventually lead to the selection of a given project for the MIT/Draper
Technology Development Partnership Project team. Figure 3 below provides a flowchart
showing how this phase of the program was intended to develop.
>Intelligent Projectiles for Reconnaissance Missions<
Figure 3 - Project Process Flow From Opportunity to Concept Down-Select
It was the intention of the design team to take given opportunity areas and explore
possible project ideas or concepts that would fall under these opportunity areas. The aim was to
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FINAL OPPORTUNITY AREA FOR PROJECT CHOSEN
perform preliminary market surveys and initial calculations in parallel to identify possible market
potential, and to provide preliminary performance and sizing numbers to back the concepts. The
end result was to be a formal review of the lead opportunity concepts with the funding customer
in view of down-selecting to a prime opportunity concept that would be developed over the life of
the two year program.
The opportunity concept generating process was done both individually by team members,
and by various combinations of team members in groups. This was an excellent method for
promoting creative thought, as there was no formal structure for which opportunity areas had to
be covered by given individuals on given days.
3.1 Air Traffic Control
As mentioned previously, the idea of working on Air Traffic Control as an opportunity
area was vigorously promoted by several faculty members. Although this area was of little
interest to most of the design team members, the author agreed that this opportunity area could be
explored, and thus headed up the ATC team. To research the topic, the author flew several
flights in the cockpit of a national passenger carrier's Regional Jet (RJ) to get a pilot's perspective
on the matter, and visited Logan International Airport's Air Traffic Control Tower to get the
controller's perspective. The results of these visits were quite interesting, and take two clearly
polarized views.
The pilots feel that there is too much control on the ground. It is their opinion that if they
could be provided with more flexibility to decide on approach vectors and flight velocities, they
would be able to reduce delays and on-route detours associated with too much air traffic around a
given airport. The air traffic controllers on the other hand, are reluctant to give up control of any
segment of the flight plan. It is their feeling that their jobs will be in jeopardy if they relinquish
any of the power they currently have, and would subsequently work to "kill" any new innovation
that would make them obsolete.
The literature research into this area also showed that a wide variety of designs were being
developed by many companies world-wide. So combined with the fact that the FAA awarded
Raytheon a 5 billion dollar contract to develop the US Air Traffic Management System, and the
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number of companies working these issues, it was felt that the ATC system project would be
nothing more than a paper study. As a result, this opportunity area was dropped.
3.2 Five Lead Concepts
Through the concept generating process, five lead concepts were developed by the team
[30]. The next sections will provide a brief explanation of each one, followed by a summary of
the down-select process. Appendix B contains some introductory pictures on these concepts.
3.2.1 Autonomous Search and Rescue System (ASARS)
ASARS was intended to be a completely autonomous system for aiding humans in search
and rescue efforts. This system was to include search and rescue vehicles (submersible and non-
submersible), an advanced sensing and communication network, and some sort of very intelligent
"smart" system for making decisions. This project would have required the use of Draper's
knowledge in the realm of autonomous helicopters and submarines, Lincoln Lab's capabilities in
the realm of sensors and communications, and MIT's effort on integrating and developing the
whole system.
3.2.2 Hybrid Launch
The Hybrid Launch system was intended to create a solution for the demand of
inexpensive space access. The idea was to lift a rocket to extreme altitudes (100 000 ft) and then
launch it into orbit (or sub-orbit depending on the mission). By using proven technology and
increasing the payload mass fraction of the launch vehicle due to the high altitude launch, the team
felt that this system could significantly reduce launch costs (possibly $2000 per kg versus $10000
per kg).
3.2.3 Surveillance Proiectile
The surveillance projectile proved to have many design possibilities, especially considering
the numerous types of projectile launch systems that exist (guns, mortars, cannons, etc.). This
system could perform airborne reconnaissance, targeting, or mapping, depending on the
capabilities of current solid-state electronics technology (i.e. size, survivability). As the sensor
payload could be used for any number of missions, there was the possibility for both military and
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civilian applications (i.e. shooting a projectile a half mile away during a bush fire to act as a
warning sensor).
3.2.4 Solar Sail
This project was intended to prove the functionality, controllability, and performance of a
solar sail as an inexpensive means of space propulsion or station-keeping. The team intended to
build a small satellite that would use the solar sail as a means for propulsion to the moon. Initial
sizing estimates showed that an 80 kg satellite, using a 70 square meter solar sail, could reach the
moon in about 120 days.
3.2.5 Tail-Sitter Autonomous VTOL
The Tail-Sitter Autonomous VTOL was a vehicle concept that combined the functionality
of a helicopter in its ability to land and take off vertically, and the better cruise performance of an
airplane configuration during flight. The intention with this project was to develop the vehicle
concept and the associated intelligent control system to allow the vehicle to have a high degree of
autonomy. By providing a modular payload capability, it was felt that this vehicle could serve
many purposes, especially those associated with helping humans in dangerous situations.
3.3 Down-select
The work on the development of lead concepts for the MIT/Draper Technology
Development Partnership Project culminated in a formal "Candidate Project" review with the
funding customer (Draper Laboratory) near the end of December (1996). Going into the
presentation, the design team had decided that its capabilities, training, and interests matched best
with the Solar Sail project. It was also felt that the fun factor for the team with this truly
unobtanium' project would be very high.
The actual down-select took place directly after the lead projects had been presented.
This was a closed-door session, where the customer's management discussed the possibilities of
each concept, and decided on the surveillance projectile project, with the possibility of combining
the tail-sitter autonomous UAV in the concept. This was an interesting conclusion, as the
surveillance projectile project ranked lowest on the design team's list of desired possible projects.
Currently, no known solar sails have ever flown space missions
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4. Section IV - Conceptual Work
4.1 Requirements
Based on the project down-select of the Innovative Projectile System Unmanned
Reconnaissance Vehicle (URV) by Draper Labs in Section 3, a series of requirements were
developed for the program by John Elwell (Draper Labs). These requirements were given in a
technical memo called the Low-Cost Instrumented Reconnaissance Projectile (LISP) System
Requirements. This acronym was changed shortly thereafter to WASP (Wide-Area Surveillance
Projectile). The initial customer requirements for the WASP program were the following:
> Compatible with NAVY 5"/54 and ARMY 155 mm Shells
= 70 - 200 mile range
1 - 8 hour mission time, 2 hour operational time
Provide near-real-time information
= Incorporate some degree of autonomous operation
= Self-destruct mechanism that limits the size of the debris to
pieces weighing approximately 8 ounces
> Each vehicle should cost $20 K - $30 K
With the establishment of these requirements, it was necessary for the team to develop a
weighted list of WASP System Requirements to meet the program objectives. The first step, was
to establish what the customer thought was a requirement, what was a goal, and what was a
constraint. For this purpose, the following definitions were used [10]:
Requirement - Customer needs that describe what their system SHALL do in
order to complete its mission. Requirements can be traded in the process of
exploring multiple designs.
Goal - End targets the customer WOULD like to see their system perform, but is
unsure if they can be reached
Constraint - A function that a system MUST perform, and a design characteristic
that CANNOT be traded.
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The main constraint in the initial set of customer requirements deals with the initial system
operational environment, namely the gun. Although not specifically stated, it is an implicit design
constraint that for the WASP program to succeed, the vehicle had to withstand the high launch
shocks and temperatures in order to fulfill its mission objectives. This was not a requirement, as
this characteristic of the vehicle could not be traded.
The goal of a first-of-a-kind prototype team is to demonstrate the functionality and
capability of a new system. Yet, there must also be a mechanism for assessing if the system
defined in the customer requirements meets the needs of the anticipated market niche and
performs in a manner suitable to the end user. The niche market of the WASP could fall into
several categories, based primarily on its ability to respond quickly to demand, and its ability to be
launched from a gun. For this reason a series of mission scenarios were established in view of
identifying the specific niche(s) the WASP would fill. When generating the mission scenarios, the
following factors were considered [8]:
* Range: how far the vehicle would have to operate from its point of launch
* Loiter time: how long the vehicle would have to remain over the target area
* Operational time: how long the vehicle would have to be able to collect and
transmit data back to the user/operator
* Response time: how much time would be needed/available to prepare the
vehicle for launch once it was called upon
* Reconnaissance area: how large an area the vehicle would have to be capable
of surveying
* Customer cost limits: how much the customer would be willing to pay for the
capabilities offered by the vehicle
The missions were grouped into three categories, namely Long Duration Missions,
Information Systems Missions, and Short Duration Missions, as is expanded upon below (A
pictorial representation of these missions is provided in Appendix C). In looking at this list of
considerations, it becomes apparent that there is no real concern given to the most important
factor of the mission, namely the quality of the reconnaissance image returned to the system
user. This is a point that becomes apparent in other sections of this project, especially when
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looking at the technical requirements generated in the Quality Function Deployment. Note to this
effect will be made in several locations in this document, and will be discussed further in the
Conclusions and Recommendations (Section 7).
4.1.1 Long Duration Missions
These missions were grouped together based on the requirement that they would last more
than four hours and would require an imaging or radar-type reconnaissance sensor payload.
1) Area Reconnaissance: This mission would require the vehicle to survey as large an area as
possible. The driving need for this mission was not loiter time as such, but rather the area of land
that could be viewed by the vehicle's sensor, and relayed as useful imaging information.
2) Long Endurance Reconnaissance: This mission was distinguished from the Area
Reconnaissance mission by the fact that in addition to the capability of surveying a large area, the
vehicle would be able to stay aloft for a long period of time, in order to monitor time-dependent
changes in the surveyed area.
3) Route Reconnaissance: The least demanding of the long duration missions, route
reconnaissance would require the vehicle to fly along a predetermined course (possibly the
expected travel route of a military unit) and send back images of what was ahead of the unit. The
key parameter of this mission was range from the launch point.
4.1.2 Information Systems Missions
Rather than limiting the payload of the vehicle to imaging or radar sensor systems, the
team proposed the possibility of including two types of "information system" payloads as outlined
below.
4) Signals Intelligence: This mission would require the vehicle to carry "listening" devices, to
allow a unit to detect and monitor electronic emissions of interest. These emissions might include
communications, radar signals, or other similar electromagnetic radiation.
5) Communications Relay: This mission would use a WASP outfitted with communications
equipment to act as a signal relay for beyond line-of-sight communications. This could also act as
a secure channel if other communications means (such as satellites) are compromised due to
adversary signal intelligence gathering.
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4.1.3 Short Duration Missions
Like the long duration missions, a series of missions was identified that would require only
a short operational time for the vehicle, as described below.
6) Company-Level Reconnaissance: This scenario allows the vehicle to be used by smaller-sized
military units, at the company level or below. In such a role the vehicle would be used for a "last
look" to provide a company commander with up to date information about the region about to be
entered. Such a mission would require a very short operational time (less than 30 minutes) and
would not need to go further than 75 kilometers from the launch point.
7) Damage Assessment: In this role, the vehicle would be fired shortly after a gun assault on a
target. The vehicle would fly out to the target and return visual information about the amount of
damage sustained by the target. Though long range is desirable for such a mission, the
operational time could be short allowing just enough time to gather and send data about a
specific, known target.
8) "Scud Hunting ": This mission envisioned a rapid response option to locate mobile tactical
ballistic missile launchers, such as those used by Iraq during the 1991 Gulf War. When a missile
launch was detected, the vehicle would be fired off in the general area where the missile launch
occurred. The vehicle would then begin to search for the mobile launcher as the launcher tried to
return to a hiding position, or began preparation for another launch. This option would only be
viable if the time to operational station of the WASP is less than the time for a mobile launch unit
to be shut down and hidden.
9) Hunter/Killer: Like the Scud-hunting mission, this scenario presumed that the vehicle would
be fired toward an area suspected of containing enemy targets. Once over this area, the vehicle
would enter a search pattern and look (hunt) for targets. If a target was found and positively
identified, it could relay position and target imagery and could attack the target with an on-board
warhead.
4.1.4 Revised Requirements
Having developed an initial set of customer requirements and a series of possible missions,
it was necessary to extend the requirements generating process to include other sources. In
general these sources included the anticipated purchasing agency (NAVY, ARMY), similar
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product development centers (Picatinny Arsenal/ARDEC) and anticipated end users of the system
(i.e. ARMY and NAVY personnel). Through these discussions, the following revised set of
customer requirements were developed [8]:
= Range: Defined as the distance from the point of launch to the area to be
reconnoitered. The range for WASP was set equal to the range provided by
the ballistic trajectory of the projectile (about 15 to 20 kilometers without
RAP). WASP would not be required to cruise beyond this point to the target
area.
= Loiter Time: Goal of an hour, but rapid response was the prime concern, thus
loiter time was realistically required to be 20 to 30 minutes.
Operational Time: Equal to the loiter time.
= Image Resolution: About 1 m (NIIRS [8]). The ability of the team to meet
this requirement would be highly dependent upon finding a suitable sensor.
Reconnaissance Information Availability: One image every few minutes,
but no longer than 10 minutes between images. Imaging at too high a rate
would not permit the information user (personnel) to assess the images in
detail, and would result in an information overload.
o Cost: A new goal of $2,000-$3,000 per vehicle was established, based
primarily on discussions with DARO. As a goal, however, it was considered
very tradable, and the team would not be expected to meet this requirement if
it placed too much of a constraint on other systems (i.e. acquisition cost of the
communications system). The in-production cost was capped at $20,000 to
$30,000 per vehicle based on the initial customer requirement.
Based on initial customer requirements, it is also necessary to explore derived
requirements. Derived requirements are a set of system needs, developed from the initial
statement of the system functions or missions, that have not been explicitly provided by the
customer. These derived requirements must be agreed upon by the customer and, once ranked in
terms of relative importance, act as the initial input to the Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
Requirements Analysis process [10]. These derived requirements can also be developed as a
result of discussions with other sources, as mentioned previously.
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The end result of the derived requirements generating process was a list of WASP
requirements that were assigned a weighting based on their perceived relative importance. It is
important to realize this idea of "perceived" relative importance, as the weightings depend greatly
on who is asked to rank them (i.e. direct customer, end user, designer). For this reason, the
WASP development team created a ranking scheme based on the designer's perception of the
relative importance, and also on the feedback obtained earlier from discussions with outside
sources (i.e. DARO, NAVY, etc.). The final step in this process was to review these
requirements with the customer and gain their agreement on them. This was done in a formal
Systems Requirements Review (SRR) with the funding customer (Draper Labs) acting to
highlight weightings that needed changing, as well as those that were agreed upon.
This is a very important step in the first-of-a-kind system development process, as it
provides traceability of the program drivers, and allows the design process to continue with
customer agreement on the program direction. This integrated design and decision process, with
the customer as part of the decision making team, is much more effective than not including the
customer in the process, as customer decisions made in the latter case may occur further down the
design process and result in severe time and cost penalties to the program if changes are
instituted.
The end result of the above requirements review process is the following list of weighted
customer requirements for the WASP program (input for the QFD process).
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Requirement Weighting (10 high, 1 low)
1. Long loiter time 10
2. Long operational time 10
3. Low cost 10
4. Ease of operations 10
5. Very safe to handle 10
6. Accurate image position determination 9
7. Near-real time information processing 9
8. Ease of maintainability 9
9. Maximum field of view 8
10. Maximum image resolution 8
11. High degree of autonomy 8
12. High reliability 8
13. Long range 5
14. Strong stealth characteristics 5
15. High extensibility 5
16. Minimal self-destruct debris 4
17. Long shelf life 4
18. Short launch time 3
Table 4.1.4 - Weighted System Requirements for the WASP
Upon reviewing this list, it becomes apparent that the reasoning behind the weighting was
never documented. Although some reasoning may be obvious (i.e. the need for long loiter time) it
is suggested that for this type of first-of-a-kind system program, some form of media needs to be
used to capture the ranking process (video, audio, paper) such that there is an archived decision
path available for others to review later in the design process (including customers and end users).
It should be noted that at the time of writing this document, the Short Duration Mission
was the niche that the customer and end users identified as the most important and potentially
marketable for the WASP project. This was based primarily on the rapid response of the vehicle
(minutes to station), and the capability to be used by small military units (as opposed to satellites
and other reconnaissance equipment that is controlled much higher up in the military hierarchy).
4.2 Background Into NAVY 5"/54 and ARMY 155 mm Gun Technology
Given that the project area had been decided, it was necessary to gain a good
understanding of the existing systems for which the WASP system was to become a part. This
background research included reviewing ARMY and NAVY training manuals [51] and talking
with individuals in the ARMY, NAVY, Draper Labs, and MIT who had dealt with these types of
gun systems before
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It was important for the WASP team to have a common understanding of terminology that
is used throughout the design process, and as such, the following definitions were provided based
on literature research and personal contacts.
RIFLING consists of a series of grooves and raised surfaces (lands) machined into the bore
of the gun. Upon launch, the soft rotating band of the projectile is plastically deformed on impact
with the rifle, and imparts rotation of the projectile about its longitudinal axis. In most cases, the
field artillery weapons of today have a uniform right-hand twist, which means that the direction of
twist moving forward from the breach is in a clockwise direction. The twist throughout the bore
is about one turn in 20 to 25 calibers [51].
RAP is the term used to define a Rocket Assisted Projectile. This consists of a solid
propellant rocket motor added to the rear end of a conventional projectile. The rocket assist
section will ignite after having cleared the gun, typically at a pre-set distance or time (i.e. 2
seconds post launch) [13]. At that point in the trajectory, the rocket ignites and provides a time-
limited thrust to the projectile, thus increasing the projectile's effective range.
SPIN Stabilization uses the large angular momentum of the projectile to maintain a given
flight trajectory. Typical projectiles may nutate several degrees of axis during the later stages of
flight due to small eccentricities in the projectile CG as well as in-flight atmospheric perturbations
[13].
The other method of projectile stabilization is FIN Stabilization, which uses the restoring
moment of the aft flight surfaces to maintain a fairly straight flight trajectory. The associated
penalty with this type of configuration is the added drag of fins. This type of projectile may have
to incorporate a fin deployment system, and there may be a need to use some sort of Sabot to
allow the projectile to move through a rifled bore without having angular momentum
imparted to it.
4.2.1 NAVY 5"/54 Gun System
Sea Power [33] is an excellent starting point for information gathering and resource
location, as it contains a comprehensive list of points of contact within the NAVY. The following
table provides an overview of what US NAVY ships currently in service have 5"/54 guns. As the
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NAVY is an anticipated customer of the WASP, it is important to understand the size of the
market the program is working towards.
Ship Class 5"/54 guns Range (nmi) Number of Ships
1) Ticonderoga, cruiser 2 13.5 27
2) Virginia, cruiser 2 13.5 2
3) California, cruiser 2 13.5 2
4) Arleigh Burke, destroyer 1 13.5 13
5) Spruance, destroyer 2 13.5 31
6) Kidd, destroyer 2 13.5 4
7) Tarawa, amphibious assault ship 3 13.5 5
Table 4.2.1 - Breakdown of NAVY 5"/54 Gun System Usage
These guns are all rifled, and thus launch spin-stabilized rounds. The current use of RAP
rounds in these guns is somewhat unclear, as some sources say they are not being used, while
other sources talk about the RAP round testing for these gun systems [13]. What the WASP
team should know, however, is that the intention of the NAVY is to upgrade these gun systems
from a launch energy of 10 MJ to 18 MJ, and to use a RAP round. Testing of these systems is
supposed to begin in 1998 as discussions with United Defense highlighted.
4.2.2 ARMY 155 mm Gun System
The following list of current field artillery (towed and self-propelled) was assembled from
an Army Training Manual [51] to highlight the current 155 mm capabilities of the ARMY. It
should be noted that the 155 mm Howitzers listed below all have the capability of using RAP
projectiles for extended range capability. It should also be noted that the 155 mm bore has a
diameter approximately 20% larger than the NAVY's 5"/54 gun, and thus has the capability to
launch a significantly larger version of the WASP designed specifically for the 5"/54 gun system.
Although the projectile ranges are provided in the table below, no information was available at the
time of writing this document about the initial launch energy of this gun system. However, in
methods similar to those in Section 6, these could be inferred by comparing these ballistic ranges
to the mass, energy, and range of the 5"/54 projectiles.
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Gun System Maximum Range (meters)
1) M109 A3/A4 Series, SP self- 18 100 NONRAP
propelled 155 mm Howitzer 23 500 RAP
2) M109 A5 Series, SP self-propelled 22 000 NONRAP
155 mm Howitzer 30 000 RAP
3) M109 A6 Series, SP self-propelled 22 000 NONRAP
155 mm Howitzer 30 000 RAP
4) M198, Towed 155 mm Howitzer 18 100 NONRAP
30 000 RAP
Table 4.2.2 - ARMY 155 mm Howitzers
The current Army inventory of these weapons (both active and inactive) was not available
to the author at the time of printing this document. It should be the intention of the WASP team
to obtain this information in view of gaining a better understanding of the projected market size.
4.3 Quality Function Deployment Methods (OFD)
The Quality Function Deployment (QFD) methods, or "House of Quality" as it is commonly
known, act as a visual and numerical tool that uses customer requirements as the basis for developing
the system design needs in as non-biased a fashion as possible. The WASP program at the time
of this thesis has the first level QFD that acts to translate a series of prioritized customer
requirements into a list of technical requirements [10]. This process is performed by the whole
multi-disciplinary team, to avoid skewing of the technical requirements. The end result is a list of
highest ranking technical requirements for the program to design towards. In addition, the House
of Quality portion of the QFD (the triangular roof) acts to highlight conflicting requirements.
Thus for areas of conflict between leading technical requirements, the QFD matrices provide a
basis for allocating team resources to the technical requirements of greatest importance and
greatest needs for conflict resolution (i.e. a trade study between two technical requirements). An
example of the details in a QFD Requirements Matrix is provided in Appendix D of this
document.
Based on the QFD methods described in reference [10], and after several iterations, the
WASP team developed a QFD Requirements Matrix (Appendix D). This included 18 customer
needs as mentioned in Section 4.1.4 previously, and a set of 51 technical requirements that are
driven by the customer needs. In the QFD, the highest ranking technical requirements were taken
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as those having total weightings over 2002, and are shown in Table 4.3, with a normalized relative
importance weighting beside the QFD weighting. As mentioned in the previous section, it is
apparent that the main technical requirements address primarily the flight vehicle performance and
operational requirements, and neglect the quality of reconnaissance image constraint.
Total weighting Relative
Technical Requirements (QFD) Importance
(10=highest)
1) Flight system disturbance rejection 265 10
2) Lightweight materials 265 10
3) Large bandwidth communications 246 10
4) Robust power system 245 10
5) Robust shell 237 9
6) Efficient on-station propulsion 236 9
7) Flight sensor system 228 9
8) Low subsystem power requirement 227 9
9) High energy density 224 9
10) High data throughput 220 9
11) Low inert mass fraction 218 9
12) On-board intelligence 202 8
13) Maximize automated functions 201 8
Table 4.3 - Top Ranking WASP Technical Requirements From the QFD Matrix
It is apparent that there is a problem with the QFD in its current format, as the 7 h
technical requirement in this list (Flight Sensor System) is a very ambiguous term that can have
serious implications depending on its meaning. The first interpretation of this technical
requirement is that it means the optical sensor for the vehicle. If this is in fact the meaning of this
technical requirement (i.e. have a sensor), then it is really a constraint, for the WASP must have
an optical sensor to perform its intended mission (otherwise there is no mission). The second
interpretation of this technical requirement is that it is describing some sort of pressure sensor
system for altitude and velocity measurement. Hence there is a serious problem here that reflects
:The total QFD weighting of 200 itself has no significance, however, it is the relative value of the weightings that
permits the system designer to determine the most important technical requirements.
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back on the earlier recommendation for documenting decisions (Section 4.1.4) -- you need to be
able to go back and review the reasons for using a given wording or decision.
In the conflict identification portion of the QFD (Appendix D), any conflicts arising
between technical requirements have a hollow circle in the matrix. For those conflicts between
top ranking technical requirements, a shaded circle was used, to draw the attention of the design
team to areas of conflict that would need to have adequate resources allocated to them in view of
alleviating the conflict or determining the best trade for the conflict.
Given that the WASP program has developed the QFD Requirements Matrix, the next
phase of the WASP program will need to carry this work to the QFD Product Design Matrix to
highlight design specification characteristics [10]. The need to develop the QFD Process Design
Matrix and QFD Manufacturing Quality Control Matrix will be very low (if needed at all) in this
program, as these latter two QFD's are primarily intended to provide decision drivers and
traceability for large-scale complex system intended for production. This is not the case for a
first-of-a-kind system, where the use of these latter two QFD matrices may only be worthwhile in
the post-prototype phase of the design process, as the design team considers developing a
production version of the WASP.
Although the QFD is a living document of design drivers, and design decision traceability,
there occurs a time in a first-of-a-kind system design that the team has to freeze the current design
drivers. In doing so, the team can continue down the path to the design, build, integrate, and test
phases of the program. If the QFD matrices are not frozen at a given point in the project
schedule, the team faces the possibility of continuously varying technical requirements, resulting in
a continuously varying prototype design. The end result of this is that the team could end up
missing its planned schedule milestones and product delivery dates, or in a worst case, having the
funding run out or program canceled before the first-of-a-kind system is demonstrated.
Returning to the idea of a living QFD (i.e. always updateable and changing), freezing it
does not mean leaving the QFD as is. What is meant by the team freezing the QFD is that they
feel the level of detail and accuracy obtained for the design drivers reflects what the customer
wants from the first-of-a-kind system program. Hence using these given drivers, the next phase
QFD's can be completed, and the work towards a physical prototype can be begin (as opposed to
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remaining in the realm of paper designs). After the freeze, the QFD still remains active as other
issues are raised, but these changes should only be highlighted and documented for future use in
other development projects, or for the move from prototype to production versions of the first-of-
a-kind system. This methodology will then allow for the prototype schedule to be met, and any
major requirement changes or design drivers are visible for implementation in post-prototype
work on the program.
4.4 Functional Flow Diagrams (FFD)
Functional Flow Diagrams act as a tool to chronologically illustrate what a system must
do [19]. Based on the customer requirements and the anticipated mission scenario, the FFD
allows for the identification of multiple system configurations based on the structure of the FFD
flow. In the case of the WASP, this allows for multiple vehicle designs based solely on the
functions the vehicle will perform, prior to any detailed engineering work and/or subsystem work.
Based on these functional designs, different systems can be compared based on what functions
they perform and how they perform them.
The creation of the FFD allows functionality to be assigned to particular system elements.
As an example, consider a function that says "fly pre-programmed mission path". This would
imply that a Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) subsystem is needed such that the vehicle
can determine where it is and where it should fly. The FFD can also be decomposed into more
and more detail, such as the decomposition of the "fly pre-programmed mission path" into sub-
elements that are functions themselves, as is shown below in figure 4.4a.
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Function 3 gets
subdivided
'----------------------------------- ---------------------
3 No course
correction needed I
S3.1 3.2 3.3
Determine Vehicle Calculate Necessary Fly New Flight
Position Flight Path Changes Path
Figure 4.4a - FFD Function Decomposition
The text of the function statement also acts as the initiation point of performance
requirements. This can clearly be seen by the text in block 3.1 of figure 4.4a above. Here the
function "Determine Position" implies knowing the vehicle's location with some measure of
accuracy. Hence this functional block is the first point in the design process where the question is
raised "How accurately do we want to know the vehicle's position?". From this question, a
preliminary calculation may be necessary, or previous knowledge on the subject matter may allow
the designer to simply state a value, such as saying that the vehicle's position needs to be known
within +/- 5 m in latitude or longitude.
The initial FFD was performed by the WASP team by placing Post-It-Notes® 3 on a wall
with functions allocated to each note. The team then organized these functions to obtain a first-
pass look at the WASP system's functionality. This FFD is available in full size in Appendix E of
this document. Figure 4.4b below has been reduced to show the complete FFD.
3 Post-It-Notes is a registered trademark of the 3M company.
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Figure 4.4b - WASP Baseline Functional Flow Diagram
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At the time the WASP baseline FFD was created, it was not optimized or varied for the
baseline reconnaissance mission, but rather was altered to represent the missions discussed in the
Requirements section above (Section 4. 1). This gave the team a schematic representation of what
all of the missions should incorporate, in terms of functional needs. A set of these FFD's can be
found in Bernstein [8].
At the time of writing this document, it was felt that the FFD needed to be revisited to
ensure that all of the major subsystem components had been identified for the complete WASP
system, including the information flow for deciding to use the WASP and the ground handling
segment. Thus the author took the initial FFD and constructed a set of functional blocks that are
perhaps a better representation of what the FFD should include, or at least be modified to include.
These functions are shown in a chronological flow in Appendix E.
One of the first issues to be highlighted with this revisited FFD was the need to assess the
ballistic stability of the vehicle in its spin stabilized configuration. This was due to the functional
block that listed the engagement of the rifle in the gun system, as shown in Figure 4.4c below. It
is obvious that this rifle need only spin the whole projectile if it is able to remain stable throughout
its ballistic trajectory, otherwise, a fin-stabilized projectile would have to be used, and the
engagement of the rifle would not be needed to spin the vehicle. This latter option could be
achieved by a using a slip ring obdurator [15] or some form of disintegrating sabot. The main
parameters to verify in determining the stability of the spin-stabilized WASP projectile can be
done using the methodology in Chadwick [ 13], where the mass of the projectile, location of
CofG, and spin rate are the variables of interest for the study. The outcome would determine if
the current launch configuration of the WASP is stable, either with or without a protective metal
sheath around the projectile, or whether the system would have to be fin-stabilized.
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Figure 4.4c - Decomposition of the WASP "Launch" Function
The revisited FFD now needs to be further decomposed into more detailed functions to
ensure that all functions are currently tagged to individuals and/or subsystems (for which an
individual team member is responsible). Based on how these functions are achieved (i.e. what
component or subsystem allows them to be executed) an N2 diagram or Triangular Interface
Matrix [10, 19,27] can be created to show the interaction of all of these functions. At that point,
the design team can be restructured such that the need for interactions are minimized amongst
subsystem or component primes (team members) [10]. This will act to allow design decisions to
be made more quickly as the number of decisions a given team member will be required to make
will be less dependent on other team members. The end result of this methodology will be a
reduction in design time, and hence a reduction in necessary program time for the first-of-a-kind
system.
4.5 Preliminary Calculations
The work done on Requirements Analyses, the QFD and the FFD play an integral role in
developing a design that meets the customer needs. The following figure shows the information
flow-down in this process, and how it leads into the preliminary design calculations performed in
the next section of this document.
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Figure 4.5 - Requirements Flow-Down Process for the WASP
As can be seen in figure 4.5 above, the design drivers flow down from the requirements
and are expanded upon in the QFD and FFD sections of the systems analysis. The QFD acts to
generate technical requirements for the vehicle, while the FFD acts to generate functional
requirements for the vehicle. Both of these processes can be done in parallel considering they
remain as living entities through the design process. As new customer needs are uncovered, and
requirements are traded, weightings will change, and ultimately, the choice of system may change
The information generated in the QFD and FFD processes will raise questions concerning
the design choices that will have to be made for the WASP, and thus necessitate some form of
preliminary analysis to answer these questions. The following section of this thesis deals
specifically with the preliminary design analyses that were performed by the author to answer
questions that arose in the Requirements Analysis process.
4.5.1 Range and Endurance Calculations for Multiple Configurations
The initial customer requirements led to the development of a requirement for long loiter
and long range in the QFD. Thus it was decided that a simple parametric study needed to be done
to determine what type of flight vehicle configuration would give the WASP the type of range and
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endurance it needed (post-ballistic flight). As a first order estimate, the preliminary range and
endurance calculations were intended to provide an overview of the flight capabilities of the
possible flight vehicle configurations in a gliding mode (unpowered). The configurations under
consideration included a
* Parachute (P)
* Parasail (PS)
* Hang Glider (HG)
* General Aviation Aircraft Configuration (GA)
* High performance Glider Configuration (GL)
The parachute, parasail, and hang-glider options were investigated based on the fact that
their flight surface could be easily stowed. The aircraft configurations were investigated for their
improved performance characteristics, at the expense of stowing and deployment complexity. Of
course, a good Systems Engineer will look at this situation and say "why not combine the benefits
of both of these configurations by developing an inflatable wing?" Well, it obviously should be
investigated as a design possibility, since the reason the General Aviation aircraft configuration
was investigated was due to the serious volume constraints of the projectile, which will probably
prevent the use of a very high aspect ratio wing.
By using estimates of the lift to drag ratio (L/D), wing loading (W/S), and aspect ratio
(AR) for each of these configurations, the range and endurance were calculated to show which
configurations would be able to meet the performance requirements set by the customer (Section
4.1) In this analysis, an unpowered configuration was used, such that all of the range and
endurance was a result of the configuration's gliding characteristics. As this is a parametric study
that is based on initial flight speed and altitude, an estimate was made at this point in the design
process that the flight velocity would be the maximum range velocity or maximum endurance
velocity (as derived in the next sections) starting from an altitude of 5 km.
4.5.1.1 Derivation of the Gliding Eauations
To determine the flight performance of a gliding aircraft, one starts with the simple free-
body-diagram of an aircraft as shown in figure 4.5.1.1 below.
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Figure 4.5.1.1 - Aircraft Diagram for Gliding Flight
The gliding angle o can be found as a function of the lift to drag ratio (L/D) of the aircraft,
as shown below.
L = W cos Q (4.1)
D = W sin o (4.2)
Dividing the lift by the drag results in
L W cos t 1W os 
- 1 (4.3)
D W sin 9 tan Q
where for small angles the glide angle can be approximated as
L I
- (4.4)D
4.5.1.1.1 Maximum Range
One can see from equation 4.4 that for straight, gliding flight, the range for the aircraft
will be maximized for the maximum L/D flight conditions. The maximum L/D can be obtained by
determining the flight velocity and CL for maximum L/D based on a parabolic drag polar [42].
For steady-level flight, the thrust to weight ratio of an aircraft is given by
T _ 1 q-CD W K
W + ) S (4.5)W L/D (W/S) S q
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by taking the derivative of equation 4.5 with respect to velocity, the minimum drag speed is
obtained as follows
d(T/W) p -V CDo W 4K
dV -(W) =0 (4.6)
dV (W / S) S  p -V3
Vmmdrag = - . (4.7)
Using this value of V results in the CL for maximum L/D as
L W p.S CoC mLa Wp _- C (4.8)
D p V 2 S %pv , drag S K
By expanding the equation for L/D, combined with equation 4.8 above, the value for maximum
L/D is
(D _ q *S.CLm a ) 1 (4.9)
MID q S(CDo+K C ) 2C 'K
thus minimizing CD, and K result in the maximum range.
4.5.1.1.2 Maximum Endurance
The endurance of a gliding aircraft is determined by its sink rate (the rate at which it loses
altitude). This value is the vertical velocity of the aircraft, which is negative with respect to the
coordinate axes shown in figure 4.5.1.1, and can be written as
V,, =V sin 0 (4.10)
where V can be solved for as
L =2.P.V2 .S.CL =WcosQ (4.11)
.. V =cos (4.12)Sj p-C
Substituting this velocity into equation 4.3, the vertical velocity (or sink rate) is found to be
W 2cosOC2 W 2
V, - D (4.13)s pC S p (C CD)
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where the final form of this velocity assumes that for small glide angles, coso is approximately
equal to unity. Thus to minimize the sink rate, the CL3/CD2 term in the preceding equation must
be maximized as follows
d 
_d C dtCC 2  _ d KCL =0 (4.14)
which yields
CLminsmk = C (4.15)
K
and using the same back-substitution methods as in the range equation derivation, the velocity for
minimum sink rate (maximum endurance) and the associated L/D is
S2W K  (4.16)
Vmin sm k (4. 3C6)
= (4.17)L mmsmk 16C K
Thus the two cases show that a trade needs to be made between designing for the maximum
endurance of the aircraft, and the maximum range of the aircraft. Both options were explored in
the analysis, and the results are discussed in section 4.5.1.2 of this document.
4.5.1.2 Flight Vehicle Design Data and Parametric Comparisons
As mentioned previously, the five design configurations studied included a parachute,
parasail, hang glider, General Aviation aircraft configuration, and a
high performance glider configuration. The following table provides the data used in the range
and endurance parametric analysis.
Configuration L/D W/S AR References
Parachute 0.5- 1.5 1 1 - 3 [25,34]
Parasail (Ram-Air 2 - 6 1 2 - 4 [25,46]
Parachute)
Hang Glider 4 - 6 2 3 -5 [41]
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General Aviation 8- 12 14 8- 10 [42]
Configuration (2-
seat trainer)
Performance 30-50 6 15-20 [38]
Glider
Table 4.5.1.2 - General Flight Vehicle Data for L/D, W/S, AR
Using the data in table 4 5.1.2 above, and the equations for endurance and range, the
performance of the various flight vehicle configurations was calculated. Since the main focus of
this preliminary series of calculations was to determine if the endurance requirements of the
WASP vehicle could be met, equation 4.16 for maximum endurance velocity was used, and the
associated range at this maximum endurance flight condition was also calculated. The results of
these calculations are shown in Figure 4.5.1.2 below.
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Figure 4.5.1.2 - Zero Wind Velocity Range for Maximum Endurance of a Gliding Flight Vehicle
(y-primary axis) and the Associated Maximum Endurance Time (y-secondary axis)
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It should be noted that having used the assumption of a parabolic drag polar [42] in the
derivations earlier in this section resulted in an Oswald Efficiency factor (e) being included in the
final endurance equation (equ. 4.16). This Oswald Efficiency factor acts as a scaling quantity that
gives the fraction of an elliptical lift distribution drag level that a given flight surface achieves, and
appears in the endurance calculations in the K term as follows
C2K - (4.18)
rA Re
Although e is typically between 0.8 and 1 for most wing designs [42], and much lower for a hang
glider or parachute, it was left as a value of 1 in the above plots to yield results that would be the
limiting case for all flight vehicle configurations (i.e. best possible performance). Thus from the
plots above, it is apparent that in order to meet the initial customer requirements of a 1 to 8 hour
loiter time, the WASP would have to have a glider configuration. With the inclusion of some sort
of propulsion system, it may be possible to reduce the aerodynamic design constraints of using a
glider and design a vehicle with a lower AR and L/D that would more closely resemble a general
aviation aircraft However, a powered hang-glider or parachute design, once evaluated with an
appropriate e, would most likely not meet the endurance requirements.
It is notable that only the design drivers for range and loiter were considered at this point
of the design process. Although the top ranking QFD technical requirement was flight system
disturbance rejection, a result of wanting a good reconnaissance image, no aerodynamic design
drivers were analyzed for this technical requirement. It was felt that the issue of all weather
capability and wind effects would be decided upon when the "clean air condition" configuration
was selected. However, this does not mean that these wind and gust response issues were
dropped. In contrast, they were continuously re-occurring themes in discussions between the
configuration, flight systems, and sensor system engineers.
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4.5.2 Supersonic Pull-Up
The work done on the Functional Flow Diagrams (FFD's) in Section 4.4 showed that
there was a need to transition from the ballistic flight segment of the mission (high speed) to the
reconnaissance segment of the mission (low speed). The following analysis was developed to
verify the effectiveness of having the WASP projectile perform a supersonic pull-up manoeuvre to
get an additional altitude boost.
This analysis was based on the capability of a flight vehicle, as opposed to a given design
of a flight vehicle. What this means is that a series of performance parameters were prescribed to
the WASP projectile, and assumed to be achievable. Then, if the performance analysis proved the
concept to be viable, design options could be explored to meet the prescribed performance
parameters. The governing parameter for this case happens to be the load factor the vehicle can
pull through the turn (i.e. the number of g's). Based on high speed aerodynamics design [3], a
constant load factor of 2 was assumed possible for a slender-body flight vehicle. Also, an L/D of
I was used to represent the slender body, based on an L/D ratio for a similar configuration,
namely a javelin.
Based on an initial velocity from the trajectory analysis (Section 6.1), and the projectile's
flight angle with respect to horizontal, a numerical time step method was employed to calculate
the trajectory of the vehicle through the 2-g turn. At 900 to horizontal, the vehicle was presumed
to have enough control surface authority to maintain vertical flight until the vertical velocity
decreased to zero. Figure 4.5.2a below provides a pictorial representation of the problem.
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Figure 4.5.2a - Diagram of Supersonic Pull-Up Manoeuvre
Having made the assumption that the projectile could maintain a constant g turn, then the
radius of the turn changes as the flight angle changes throughout the turn. The results of this
analysis are presented in Figure 4.5.2b for two cases, namely for a pull-up at the apex of the
trajectory, and for a position further down the trajectory.
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Figure 4.5 2b - Supersonic Pull-Up Trajectory and Theorized Horizontal Flight Trajectory
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Initially, it was felt that the manoeuvre was not worth the design effort due to its inherent
stability and control complexity, as the analysis was simply performed at the apex of the
trajectory. At this point in the flight path, the velocity is inherently lower, such that there is much
less kinetic energy available to convert to potential energy (and hence altitude gain). This is
clearly visible in the apex pull-up trajectory shown in Figure 4.5.2b above. However, the
calculation of the pull-up trajectory for a point after the apex proves to be quite appealing if there
is a desire to gain altitude, as is also clearly seen in figure 4.5.2b above.
Since the WASP's effective reconnaissance altitude will be somewhat low (i.e. 1 -2 km)
compared to the apex of the ballistic flight segment, it is suggested that a third flight path be
investigated, namely a flight trajectory that flies a combined pull-up and horizontal manoeuvre.
This possible flight path has been drawn on Figure 4.5.2b above. What is to be gained from this
type off manoeuvre is the additional range that could not be achieved by a purely ballistic flight
path. This would make the product much more valuable to the user, since its circle of influence,
and hence reconnaissance area, would be greatly expanded.
4.5.2.1 Areas of Concern
An area of concern with this analysis is the resulting system design needs. For the
assumed 2-g flight path in the supersonic pull-up, the projectile must have a combination of a
lifting body and a single ring of control fins, or more likely, two rings of control fins set both fore
and aft of the projectile's CofG. This will allow the vehicle to be controlled through the
manoeuvre. This raises a second point of interest, control. Given that the NAVY 5"/54 projectile
is spin-stabilized, the use of control surfaces in the manoeuvre dictates that the projectile must
either de-spin during flight, or have de-spun control surface. The former results in a
controllability issue during the de-spinning phase, while the latter results in a much more complex
design (compared to a simple spinning projectile).
In the event that the system is designed to be fin-stabilized from launch, then the added
vehicle performance (and thus benefit to the customer) may be worth the effort of designing this
system. However, proceed with caution. The deployment of the flight surfaces and propeller may
necessitate the use of a parachute sub-system to keep the vehicle stable during the deployment.
Likewise, the use of a slip-ring obdurator in a rifled gun system would require jettisoning the
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obdurator prior to the reconnaissance portion of the mission in light of minimizing the vehicle's
weight (increasing reconnaissance time).
4.5.3 Spring G-reduction
The high-g launch environment design constraint imposed by the customer requirement of
having the WASP be compatible with 5"/54 and 155 mm gun systems raised the question early in
the design process as to whether some sort of spring mechanism could be used to reduce the
number of g's experienced by the projectile during its launch. This idea was explored by making
some assumptions about the time it takes for the energy to be transferred to the projectile
(impulse time), the size of the spring (length, diameter), and the type of material it can be made
from. The following derivation provides the details of how the final g-reduction equation was
arrived at. Figure 4.5.3a provides a view of the anticipated design of such a g-reduction system,
where the main projectile (of given mass m2) is housed in some sort of sleeve (of a given mass
mi), and separated by a spring of stiffness K.
Sleeve (mi)
Spring (K)
Figure 4.5.3a - Projectile Spring g-Load Reduction Mechanism Configuration
To analyze this system consider where the g-load of the projectile is coming from. The
detonation of the propellant creates an impulse force that acts to accelerate the projectile. An
impulse force is defined as the integral of force with respect to the time which it acts on the body
[44], and results in a change in momentum to the body it is acting upon as follows
dt
I = (t)dt =dp (4.19)
0
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and assuming a constant force distribution over the time period results in
I =Ft =dp =m -(dV) 2  (4.20)
where t, dp, and dV represent changes in time, momentum, and velocity respectively. Knowing
that the projectile starts from rest, in a gun-centered inertial frame of reference, the final velocity
(post-impulse) can be found by assuming the gun's energy is completely converted to kinetic
energy (KE) of the projectile as follows
EGu =KErojtle =ImV2  (4.21)
which can be solved directly for the post-impulse velocity as
f = 2Eun / m (4.22)
Now substituting Vf for dV in equation 4.20, and knowing that force equals mass times
acceleration, we can get a relation for the impulse time (t) as follows
V2  
- 2E
t =- 2-" (4.23)
2a-m 2a m2
where in the case of the gun system, the acceleration "a" is defined in terms of the g-load (or
Load Factor, LF) the projectile experiences at launch as
a =LF -g (4.24)
which can be substituted into equation 4.23 above to yield the final form of the impulse time as
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2ES 2Gun 2 (4.25)
2(LF)*g -m
For the type of 5"/54 gun system the WASP program is intending to use, with a launch
energy of 10 MJ, an initial mass of about 30 kg, and a g-load of 10 000, this simple derivation
yields an impulse time of approximately 8 milliseconds. This value agrees with the time history of
the launch profile in Petkunas [37]. This equation will be used further on in the analysis. The
next step is to look at how the spring will absorb some of the launch energy, and hence reduce the
g-load on the projectile.
The combined energy equation for converting the gun's chemical potential energy (E,) to
kinetic energy of the projectile (KEprojectie) and stored spring energy (KS) can be written as [44]
EGu =KEprojectile +KS (4.26)
E =+mV 2 +1Kx 2  (4.27)
Equation 4.27 can be used as a first order estimate for how much energy is absorbed by
the spring during the impulse launch of the projectile, and can thus be used to determine the
average acceleration the projectile sees in this launch scenario. To do this, it is necessary to
substitute the spring stiffness (K) by an equation that allows spring design choices to be varied
(i.e. material, diameter, number of coils, etc.) [39]. The equation for the spring stiffness is
given by
Gd4
K -6r (4.28)64r3N
where G is the shear modulus of the material, d is the spring wire/rod diameter, r is the mean
diameter of the helix, and N is the number of free coils. Inserting this into equation 4.27 above
we obtain the following relation for the energy conversion
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Ed =mV2 2 G-- x (4.29)
n - f 2 64r 3N
Now by assuming that the spring absorbs its maximum energy at launch, and that the
acceleration is constant over the impulse time, equations 4.29 and the results of calculating t in
equation 4.25, one gets the acceleration experienced by the projectile during launch. For
convenience, this term is divided by gravity to give the result in terms of the number of g's the
projectile experiences during launch.
Gd4
2EGu -( )X2
#g's = 64r (4.30)
m*g L
The interesting fact to note from equation 4.30 above is that only the overall mass and
impulse time will directly reduce the g-load seen by the projectile, whereas the spring system only
acts to reduce some of the energy. By choosing a helix angle in the spring, one finds that the
spring length is directly proportional to the number of free coils. Thus by setting some of the
spring parameters, one can get a quick estimate of the effect the spring will have on the system.
For example, using steel, G = 80 GPa, d = 0.02m, r = 0.09 m (-5"), x = 0.3 m compression length
(;12") and N = 3 for a 45 degree helix angle, one finds that the magnitude of the stored spring
energy is approximately 104 Joules. This is three orders-of-magnitude less than the gun energy,
and basically has no effect on reducing the initial g-load of the shell.
There are, however, two points about the spring system that should be noted. The first, is
that by using a form of sleeve within which the projectile is placed on the spring (see figure
4.5.3a), the overall mass of the system is increased. In doing so, the number of g's experienced at
the launch can be reduced ( #g's ~ m 1/2) if the impulse time is a constant. However, there is a
range penalty associated with this method, as the initial launch velocity of the projectile will be
lower (V ~ a). What is obvious is that the number of g's is inversely proportional to the impulse
time (t). Thus any means that could be employed to increase the impulse time would have a
significant impact on the structural constraints of this design environment by reducing the g-load.
The second point of interest is that the stored spring energy is available post-launch as a means
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for ejecting the projectile's protective sleeve, a function that may be useful if the projectile proves
to be stable in flight in a light-weight configuration and can drop the sleeve.
As the spring analysis is based on an energy removal assumption (steady state), it was felt
that a dynamic analysis of the spring system needed to be done as the impulse to the projectile
may be reduced due to a more gradual g-loading (i.e. compression of spring assembly leading to
an increase in the impulse transfer time). The following figure shows the model of the dynamic
system, based on the anticipated design from Figure 4.5.3a.
Xl(t) = position of mi wrt gun
X2(t) = position of m2 wrt gun
F M m2 Initial conditionsSleeve Shell X(0) = 0 V1(0) = 0
X2(0) = Lo V2(0) = 0
Equations of Motion (during F)
F - K(Lo-(X 2-X 1)) = mial
K(Lo -(X 2-X 1)) = m 2a 2
X,
X2
Figure 4.5.3b - Dynamic Model for Spring g-Load Reduction System
Solving the equations of motion for the projectile acceleration (a2(t)) in figure 4.5.3b
above is rather involved, and was thus performed on Mathematica® by converting the equations to
the Laplace domain, solving for X2(t), and differentiating twice. The important information from
this analysis is contained in figure 4.5.3c below, the position versus time plot, where we can see
that by not having constrained the system to a minimum allowable separation, the sleeve actually
passes the projectile after a finite amount of time during the initial impulse loading. This is
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physically impossible, thus a more rigorously constrained numerical solution needs to be
developed for this analysis if the spring g-load reduction is going to be considered.
0.002 0.004 0.006
t (s-c)
0.008
Figure 4.5.3c - Plot of Component Position Versus Time
for the Spring g-Load Reduction System
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5. Section V - Lead Concepts
With the team having answered many of the design questions raised by the technical
requirements flow-down, it was possible to begin the conceptual layout of WASP variants. The
main options decided by this point in the design process were
1) There would be an optical sensor payload
2) The vehicle would have large, high aspect ratio wings to support the anticipated
vehicle mass and to provide adequate flight performance
3) There would be a communications system (half-duplex or full-duplex TBD)
4) The vehicle design would have to use the same geometry and volume
as a current 5"/54 NAVY projectile
5) Propulsion should probably be included in the design
5.1 Lead Concepts and Layouts
Based on the above list of design objectives and the technical requirements, three lead
concepts were created. The next sections briefly describes each of these concepts and provides
some of the reasoning for choosing each one.
5.1.1 Silent Eyes
"Silent Eyes" is the current name of a concept being developed at Picatinny/ARDEC [12]
for a gliding reconnaissance vehicle that will eject from a 120 mm projectile (mortar or field
cannon). As this ARMY project is only several months old, there is no performance information
available as of yet. The idea of the WASP team was to develop their own "Silent Eyes" concept,
and use it as the baseline for comparing the other concepts. It was also felt that if the other
concepts became too complex or unattainable, the Silent Eyes concept would allow for a fall-back
position by designing an unpowered vehicle.
This design was intended for use in an illumination-type of munitions round. This is a
projectile that ejects a parachuting illumination payload over battlefields to provide visibility at
night. The idea was to create a gliding Silent Eyes vehicle that would deploy from a projectile in
exactly the same manner as the illumination round, thus taking advantage of existing technology.
Silent eyes would then deploy its flight surfaces while hanging from a parachute, and then jettison
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the parachute and perform its reconnaissance mission This design, however, did not account for
the destruction of the 5"/54 projectile-shell that Silent Eyes ejects from, which was a red flag to
the team, as the self-destruct capability of the whole flying system was an initial customer
requirement A picture of the Silent Eyes concept is shown in Figure 5. 1.1 below.
Deployed
Silent Eyes
Un-deployed
Silent Eyes
5"/54 shell
Deployment of
Length = 33" Flight Surfaces
Figure 5 1 1 - Silent Eyes Configuration
5.1.2 Pinky and The Brain
The basis for this concept of the WASP was based on a set of cartoon characters, namely
Pinky and Brain These characters have befitting names due to the fact that one of them is a
genius (Brain) and the other (Pinky) does what Brain says. Similarly the "Pinky and the Brain"
version of the WASP would actually be composed of two vehicles. The first one would house the
command, control and communications portions of the flight system and act as a signal relay to
the ground station, and as such would be the "Brain" of the two. The second vehicle would
perform the low-altitude reconnaissance mission and relay images back through the first vehicle,
essentially acting as Pinky
The design thought for this system was that by creating a set of symmetric vehicles, one
projectile could be launched into a given area and separate into two (Pinky and the Brain).
Likewise, if a Brain was on station, this would allow for the possibility of sending in two more
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Pinky's to increase the effective area being reconnoitered. Although an interesting concept, this
design is inherently much more complex than a single flight vehicle (like Silent Eyes). Also,
current technology capability for the sensing, GNC, power, and propulsion sub-systems would not
physically fit in such a vehicle. Thus either technology advances are needed to achieve this
design, or a relaxation of the volume constraint will be need. Figure 5.1.2 below shows the Pinky
and the Brain concept, in a pusher configuration with rear wings and canards. It should be noted
that the severe size constraints with this design did not allow for a self-destruct mechanism.
Projectile Splits in
Two Deployed
Pinky and Brain
Two-vehicle
Length = 33"
Deployment of
Flight Surfaces
and Propeller
Figure 5.1.2 - Pinky and the Brain Configuration
5.1.3 Supershell
The basis for Supershell was that the projectile's body (structure) would be used as the
flight vehicle fuselage. In other words, the idea was to have a WASP that would fly its ballistic
trajectory, slow down, and deploy flight surfaces and a propeller from within. Thus no large
portions of structure would be dropped (as with Silent Eyes), and the complete vehicle could be
destroyed with a self-destruct mechanism. This design, however, would necessitate the use of
light-weight structural components to achieve good loiter performance once on station. Figure
5.1.3 below shows the Supershell configuration, and its associated deployment scenario. The
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notable design options with this vehicle were the use of telescoping wings for a larger planform
area, and a V-tail to allow for more available volume inside the vehicle (as opposed to using a
traditional 3-surface empennage).
Fully Deployed
Supershell
Projectile with
Stowed Flight
Surfaces
Deployment of
Length 33 Flight Surfaces
and Propeller
Figure 5.1 3 - Supershell Configuration
5.1.4 Design of Fast Sizing Tool for Concepts (CofG, Mass, Volume, Moment of Inertia)
With the initial layout of the vehicles complete, it was necessary to input weight and
center of gravity information to the aerodynamics group to facilitate performance calculations
Since this information had to be provided for each of the prototypes, the author felt that some sort
of rapid-assessment tool needed to be developed. For this reason, a multi-use sizing spreadsheet
was created (Appendix F)
The basis for this spreadsheet was to identify some form of common datum amongst all of
the designs, which was chosen to be the base of the shell, with a coordinate system as shown in
Figure 5 1 4 below. Each of the components were modeled as fairly regular objects (boxes,
spheres, cylinders, cones, etc.). The masses of these objects were taken from stock information
(motor, antenna), or Draper documents (GPS boards, IMU). Thus weight and volume estimates
for the vehicles could be made, and the use of simple geometry representations allowed for the
additional benefit of determining the moments of inertia (I's) of the WASP concepts. The
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moments of inertia and center of Gravity (CofG) were calculated [28] in both the stowed
(ballistic) and deployed (flight) configurations in anticipation of the need for both ballistic and
flight-configuration dynamic analyses. Although the latter of the two was being looked at by the
aerodynamics and flight controls group, the ballistic flight stability analyses was not done (as
mentioned in Section 4.4).
View from Base Side View
+Y +X
> - ------
_C -
bask
+Z +Z
Figure 5.1.4 - Coordinate System Used on the WASP Projectile Layout
Having the component dimensions defined in a coordinate system matching that of the
projectile, the spreadsheet was set up to calculate the WASP I's by simply using the local I's of
the components and the parallel axis theorem [39] for the component CofG's with respect to the
WASP CofG. The result was that once the spreadsheet was established, formulas for common
shapes could be applied directly (instead of calculating them all separately) and by simply setting
the CofG of the component with respect to the WASP coordinate frame of reference, the values
for the CofG and I's for the complete WASP vehicle could be instantly determined.
Developing this type of rapid prototyping tool is critical for reducing the time it takes to
perform iterations on various vehicle configurations, and is thus a key to a first-of-a-kind system
development schedule. As an example of the time savings created by this type of spreadsheet, the
initial spreadsheet for Supershell took approximately an hour and a half to create (for the wings-
stowed configuration). For the fully deployed configuration, several component CofG locations
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had to be changed, and the full details of the vehicle properties were available within 10 minutes,
almost a 90% reduction in time.
5.2 Initial Schematic Block Dia2rams (SBD's)
The initial interface and subsystem design management was done by using unstructured
Schematic Block Diagrams (SBD's). These SBD's allowed the team to quickly gain an insight
into the complexity associated with each of the three vehicle concepts (Section 5.1). Since the
functionality of the three vehicles was very similar in its reconnaissance role, the SBD's were very
similar in these areas. In the physical design of the three vehicles, the three SBD's varied greatly.
Although it is useful to create structured Schematic Block Diagrams, in view of creating
an Interface Management Matrix (IMM) to help design and track the subsystem elements, this
was not done at this phase of the program. For a fast schedule program like the one for the
WASP, it is necessary to use the tools that best meet the needs of the design team. At this phase
of the program, iterations were occurring so quickly (as they should) that if the SBD's were put in
electronic format, and an attempt would have been made to create IMM's, the rate of change to
the system design would overtake the teams ability to electronically update the SBD's and IMM's
which could result in an individual doing work on a design that was already several iterations
ahead.
5.3 Performance of Each Concept
Based on the three WASP configurations shown earlier (Section 5.1), and the information
obtained from the sizing tool (Section 5.1.4), the performance of each of the three WASP
concepts was determined by Iranzo-Greus [22]. The results of these performance calculations are
included in the down-selection matrix in the next section (Section 5.4).
5.4 Down-select to Supershell
Based on the customer requirements, and the technical requirements highlighted by the
QFD, a series of metrics was devised by the WASP team in order to perform the vehicle
configuration trade study and downselect. These criteria included analyzing the vehicle system
costs, the mission capabilities and performance, and the overall system complexity, for which all
team members had input as it applied to their specific sub-systems.
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The final trade-study criteria used by the team are shown in the left-hand column of Table
5.4 below. The reason for using these criteria, and their associated weightings form a good
portion of the project work done by Bernstein [8], and as such are not repeated here. The main
point of interest to the reader should be the overall result that shows the Supershell concept to be
the highest ranking.
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Measure Units Weighting
Cost dollars -10
System Complexity subjective - 1 0
Loiter Time seconds 1 0
Inert Mass Fraction - 8
square
Surveillance Area kilometers 8
Comporen
Technology
Availability subjective 8
Deployment Scheme
Complexity subjective - 7
Electrical Power cubic
Volume Available centimeters 7
Lift-to-Drag Ratio 6
Flyer Range kilometers 5
Note:
- The Glder vanant did not have space for a self-
destruct mechanism, so such a device was left out
This omission means that the design does NOT meet all
of the requirements for the system
Glider
Numerical Comparative Weighted
Value Score Score
39520 1 -10
4 1 -10
830 1 10
0.97 1 -8
195 1 8
9 1 8
3 1 -7
198 1 7
22.5 1 6
19.9 1 5
Total Score 9
Relative Score 1
Superehell
Numerical Comparative Weighted
Value Score Score
72205 1.83 -18.27
7 1.75 -17.50
1358 1.64 16.36
0 98 1.01 -8.08
48.2 2.47 19 77
7 0.78 6.22
5 1.67 -11.67
259 1.31 9.16
19.9 0. -, 1
58.1 2.92 14.60
Total scoF 0
Relative
Score 1.77
Twin Shells
Numerical Comparative Weighted
Value Scre o
163045
10 2.50 -25.0
721 5 0 87 9
0.99 1.02 -8.16
34 8 1.78 14 28
3 0.33 2.67
9 3.00 -21.0-
144 0.73 5.09
19 9 0.88 5.31
37.7 1.89 9.47
Total Score -49.91
Relative
Score -5.55
The decision was made to pursue the Supershell design based on the scoring in the
downselect matrix. However, as the relative ratings of the designs were not outstandingly
different (i.e. orders of magnitude greater), several other decision drivers that were not explicitly
detailed in the selection matrix were used. These other drivers are explained below.
a) Similarity to the Army's Concept: The main driver for not selecting a gliding (unpowered)
version of the WASP was that the ARMY is currently working on a similar program at the
Picatinny Arsenal [12]. While this similarity was intentional in view of providing a basis for
comparison with the other concepts generated by the team, it was felt that pursuing the same
design goal as another design team did not meet the teams desire and goal of creating a first-of-a-
kind system.
b) Design Flexibility: The main advantage of going with a Supershell-style configuration, was
that the design philosophy of the composite shell allowed for growth and sizing as deemed
necessary. Hence it offered the potential to scale and alter dimensions as needed, a characteristic
not afforded by the designs that were intended to fit in an existing 5"/54 projectile.
c) Requirements Fulfillment: Simply stated, Supershell met all of the requirements outlined by
Draper for the project. The other concepts, however, did not include a self-destruct mechanism in
the design, nor was it clear that such a device could fit or reduce self-destruct debris to an
acceptably small size.
d) Unobtanium: One of the initial Draper Charges (Section 1) was that the MIT/Draper
Technology Development Partnership Project should include some elements of unobtanium -- the
design must challenge existing technology and systems capabilities. The team felt that Supershell,
particularly with the inclusion of a propulsion system, its transforming nature, and the use of
composite structures, offered the most unobtanium.
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6. Section VI - Initial Detailed Design
Having made the above choice to proceed with the Supershell transforming-projectile
design, it was necessary to begin the detailed project work. The team members each handled
several design areas, including the following
* Aerodynamics (Iranzo-Greus, Gavrilets)
* Ballistics and Aerodeceleration (Hallam)
* Communications (Burba)
* Ground Station (Trinh)
* Guidance, Navigation, and Control (Gavrilets)
* Propulsion (Conklin)
* Sensor System (Trinh)
* Structures (Hallam)
* Systems Management (Bernstein, Hallam)
The following sections will deal specifically with the preliminary design work performed
by the author.
6.1 Ballistics and Aerodeceleration
The fact that the WASP is intended to operate in both a projectile configuration and a
flight vehicle configuration requires that the design team analyze the vehicle's performance in
each of these configurations and any transitory configurations between the two. The detailed
aerodynamics work performed for the latter case (flight vehicle configuration) is available in
Iranzo-Greus [22].
It should be the intention of a design team, in preliminary conceptual design iterations, to
use models that are detailed enough to answer the necessary performance questions, and not so
detailed that more time is spent defining a model than defining a concept. The result of this
ideology is that the design process will progress as quickly as possible, within the context of
having a safe design. This means that the results of the models are accurate enough to base
design decisions upon. The following ballistics and aerodeceleration models were developed
under this guiding "simplicity" principle.
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6.1.1 First Model: Ballistic Flight
The goal of the ballistics analysis is to answer the question "How rapid is our rapid
response surveillance vehicle" and to provide the velocity, range and altitude data associated with
this rapid response system. The idea of developing a model that begins by determining the muzzle
velocity of the projectile, as opposed to using published data on muzzle velocities for the gun
systems in question, is that a good model will allow the design team to extrapolate performance
analyses for projected future gun systems. For example, discussions with United Defense in
Minneapolis, a contractor for NAVY gun systems, highlighted that the next generation of 5"/54
will have a launch energy on the order of 18 MJ and a rocket assist stage (RAP).
As mentioned previously in Section 4.4, no dynamic stability analysis [13] is included in
this document. Likewise, the following models do not account for the possible use of a Rocket
Assisted Projectile (RAP), but do not preclude their addition to the model either.
The military typically talks in terms of gun system energy (i.e. 10 MJ gun). This number
refers to the amount of energy directly provided to the projectile for acceleration. The total gun
energy is much higher, as the amount of energy converted to heat, noise, and light is about equal
to that provided for acceleration [15]. Thus the initial launch velocity (muzzle velocity [51]) can
be obtained by assuming an ideal energy exchange, where the gun potential energy available for
acceleration (Ec,) is completely converted to the kinetic energy (KE) of the vehicle. In this case,
we obtain the following relation for the initial launch velocity of the projectile as follows
EGun=>KE (6.1)
EGun =mV2  (6.2)
V = 2E, /m (6.3)
The quoted muzzle velocity for a 5"/54 projectile was given as 843 m/s in Chadwick [1L3].
Using equation 6.3 above for the same projectile, launched from a 10 MJ gun and having a mass
of 27.2 kg, gives a result of 858 m/s for the muzzle velocity. Since this difference is less than 2%,
it will be assumed that using equation 6.3 as the muzzle velocity model is acceptable for all gun
systems from this point on (including growth versions).
Now knowing the initial muzzle velocity of the projectile, one needs to determine the
governing equations of motion. The following diagram (Figure 6.1. la) illustrates the variables.
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used to determine the differential equations that govern the ballistic trajectory of the spin-
stabilized shell.
(V)
:light
Angle (0)
---------- L--------
Drag (D)
Gravity (g)
Figure 6.1.1 a - Free-Body Diagram of the Projectile During Ballistic Flight
From figure 5.5.1 a above, the sum of the forces in both the X (range) and Y (altitude)
directions can be written as follows
EFx =m X = -D cos 0
EF, =m Y =-Dsin 0 -mg
(6.4)
(6.5)
which can be solved for the accelerations as
" 1X - pV2SCD cosO
2m
Y - pV 2 SCD sin 0 -g
2m
(6.6)
(6.7)
and from the definition of the flight angle 0, we have the following relations for the sine and
cosine terms, and the velocity of the projectile
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Projectile
cos 0 - (6.8)
(X) 2 +(y)2
Y
sin 0 - (6.9)
(X) 2 +(Y) 2
V = (X) 2 +(Y) 2  (6.10)
Hence by substituting for V, sinO, cosO in the acceleration equations above, we end up with two
differential equations in terms of a range variable (X) and an altitude variable (Y) as follows
X = pSCD X (X) +(Y) 2  (6.11)
2m
Y =- SCDY (X) 2 +(y)2 -g (6.12)2m
Thus by setting the initial launch conditions of initial launch angle Oi and using the initial
gun muzzle velocity obtained in equation 6.3 above, these two differential equations can be
numerically solved for trajectory the projectile follows from launch until impact. Of course, to
solve this system of equations, an initial launch angle needs to be defined. For the case of this
analysis, 45 degrees was chosen as a set value to allow the comparison of other parameters (such
as projectile mass). Likewise, equations 6.11 and 6.12 above require a drag model (CD versus M)
and atmospheric models for both temperature (T) and density (p).
The drag of the projectile is not constant during flight, especially due to localized
supersonic flow pockets in the transonic region and eventually wave drag in the fully supersonic
flow [3]. Hence a model of the drag coefficient CD versus the vehicle's velocity (or Mach
number) is needed for the analysis. Although estimation techniques exist for this type of analysis,
such as small perturbation theory for drag estimation in supersonic flow, the use of existing flight
test data offers a much faster and more representative analysis tool. It should be of prime concern
to any first-of-a-kind team to use existing data where applicable to reduce development time, and
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to produce well-founded results. Based on the cross-sectional area of the 5"/54 projectile,
Chadwick [13] provides the following experimental CD data in Table 6.1.1.
M 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.50
0.1215 0.1215 0.1415 0.325 0.375 0.380 0.385 0.335 0.305 0.285 0.250
Table 6.1.1 - Tabulated values of CD versus Mach number for the 5"/54 projectile [13]
Table 6.1.1 was used to linearly interpolate the coefficient of drag of the shell throughout
the trajectory. This is a fair method for this analysis, as the resolution of the data is quite good in
the transonic area where the function has a very rapid rate of change. Without this resolution, a
more involved interpolation scheme would be necessary for the analysis.
The following temperature and density profiles were developed for the analysis
T =(1 -0.0065 ) TSL (6.13)
TSt
p =1.225 ((288.16 -(288.16 -216.66) h-- ) 288.16)4.256 (6.14)11100
The temperature profile equation [24] is useful up to an altitude of 11 kilometers. The
density profile is based on a curve fit to ISA data [16] for altitudes up to 10 kilometers. For the
level of accuracy needed in this phase of the project, both of these models are acceptable, as the
projectile does not go above altitudes of approximately 7 km in the analysis. At a later stage in
the analysis process, a numerical interpolation scheme can be used on an electronic database of
atmospheric properties, including latitude and seasonal variations, for complete mission
performance analyses.
The results of this initial ballistic model trajectory are shown in figure 6.1. Ib, 6.1.1 c, and
6.1.1 d on the following pages. The varying quantity in all of these plots is the projectile mass, to
provide a design tool for reference as WASP configurations are sized. It is of interest to note that
the descent velocity of the projectile remains in the sonic-transonic flight regime in its terminal
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phase. Likewise, in answering the question of rapid response posed earlier, the time to range fbr
the projectile is on the order of 70 seconds, quite fast compared to a UAV that may need to be:
prepped and launched, or re-tasked to the area of interest.
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Figure 6.1. lb - Ballistic Altitude Versus Range for Varying Projectile Masses
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Figure 6. 1.1 c - Ballistic Velocity Versus Range for Varying Projectile Masses
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Figure 6.1.1 d - Ballistic Altitude Versus Flight Time for Varying Projectile Masses
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6.1.2 Second Model: Added Aerodeceleration Phase
Based on the FFD's discussed in Section 4.4, it is evident that between the ballistic flight
phase and the surveillance phase of its mission, the WASP must transform vehicle configurations.
This necessitates slowing the projectile down from sonic speeds (Section 6.1.1) and maintaining a
stable attitude while the flight surfaces deploy. For this purpose, a parachute system is proposed
that will act to decelerate and de-spin the vehicle, and permit the deployment transformation.
The first step in the aerodecelerator design was to analyze its effects on the full trajectory
and response time of the WASP from initial launch. In discussions with the Aerodynamics group,
it was felt that an initial deployment altitude of 3 km would be acceptable to see the effects of the
parachute system. This would allow for a deployment and stabilization time margin between the
deceleration altitude at 3 km, and the initial surveillance altitude of 1 km.
At the given altitude, the current trajectory model experiences a step function in drag to
CD = 0.9 and a canopy reference area of 3 m2 [50]. This results in modified trajectory plots,
provided in figures 6.1.2a, 6.1.2b, and 6.1.2c. Of particular interest to the design team will be the
time to deploy the flight surfaces and jettison the aerodecelerator. The above-mentioned figures
thus provide a reference for working trades between the deployment time and the loss in altitude
(and therefore range, and surveillance area). The models were then handed off to the
Aerodynamics group to be combined with the surveillance phase flight trajectories. These full
trajectory plots (from launch to ground impact) are available from Iranzo-Greus [22].
The next step in developing this aerodeceleration model will be to create a time dependent
aerodeceleration model, using a linearly increasing drag and reference area profile [50]. Likewise,
the specific design of the aerodeceleration system, perhaps involving staged canopies or drogues,
will need to be included in a deployment stability analysis. It is possible that a good static
aerodecelerator design may actually be unstable during deployment, which could result in the loss
of the WASP [50].
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Figure 6.1.2a - Altitude Versus Range for Ballistic and Aerodecelerator Flight Regime
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6.1.3 Aerodecelerator Design
It is a given that the aerodeceleration mechanism serves to slow down the WASP from
sonic ballistic speeds to subsonic deployment speeds. However, this function was not included in
the design of the WASP projectile as is. It was assumed to be a separate component that would
be added to the rear of the projectile, where it could serve several purposes (i.e. combined
functionality). The main functions not included in the design of the transforming flyer were
highlighted in the revisited FFD from Section 4.4, along with a couple of derived design needs.
These functions and needs include
1. Aerodeceleration
2. Rifle engagement
3. Launch environment protection (a design constraint)
4. Need for added projectile mass for spin stabilization (to be determined)
At this point of the design timeline, the question was raised "How can we combine these
four design needs?" A solution to this question is proposed herein, however, it is not an
optimized solution or system-function derived design. The design solution was created to
demonstrate a method of solving the design problem and to highlight the possible componentry
that would be needed in the assembly.
The intention was to create a sub-assembly that would result in a total WASP projectile
assembly mass equal to that of the current 5"/54 projectile, in view of maintaining the dynamic
stability of the projectile during flight. A soft metal (copper) was sized for the assembly, such that
it could engage the rifle at launch. The copper sleeve would also act as a support to prevent the
composite shell structure from clam-shelling during the initial gun impulse and spin-up. This
would be a good method for carrying a portion of the hoop-stress [39] in the structure, however
the design would have to incorporate some sort of projectile-aerodecelerator interface that could
transfer the spin rate of the aerodecelerator subassembly to the projectile (otherwise some form of
slip-ring obdurator can be used [15]). Appendix G contains a simple sketch of the proposed
aerodecelerator functions, and an initial layout for a unit having a total mass on the order of 15
kg, that when added to the estimated WASP mass of 15 kg, would result in a total launch mass of
30 kg (similar to 5"/54 projectile) .
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6.1.3.1 Jettisoned Aerodecelerator Sub-Assembly
If a sub-assembly must be jettisoned from the WASP, then a concern exists about the
requirements for debris falling from the sky. It may be necessary to ensure that a given design
does not surpass a maximum impact velocity or energy. This will be heavily dependent on the
time range in the trajectory where the sub-assembly is jettisoned, as this will determine whether
the WASP is over friendly or unfriendly territory. For this reason, it is important that the
parachuting characteristics of the sub-assembly be known. To do this, a simple parametric study is
proposed below.
First, the terminal velocity of the system needs to be calculated. This is done by writing
the equations of motion for the sub-assembly, and noting that the resultant acceleration must be
zero at its maximum (terminal) velocity as follows
EF =ma =0 (6.15)
EF =m-g -D =0 (6.16)
m -g -D =m -g -pV 2SCD =0 (6.17)
which can be solved directly for the terminal velocity as
VTr min =2mg (6.18)
P FSCD
Based on the current projected range of masses for the jettisoned sleeve (5 to 15 kg), a
range of probable CD values (0.75 to 1.25) [50], and proposed parachute sizes (3 to 5 m2) [5], one
obtains the following parametric plot of terminal velocity. The point of interest to the design team
is that for small masses, the terminal velocity is basically independent of CD for CD>1.
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6.2 Systems Interface Management and Subsystem Design
As was shown previously in Section 5.2, the unstructured Schematic Block Diagrams
(SBD's) were used to track the complexity of the three proposed WASP designs in their initial
format. Although this is acceptable for preliminary Conceptual Design, it is necessary to use more
advanced tools as the design becomes more complex with the creation of greater levels of design
detail. The following section will thus describe the methods used to handle the design complexity
of the developing Supershell design, and the creation of a tool for ensuring that all interface issues
are tracked, accounted for, and assigned to a design team member.
Grady [19] defines interface development as a core System Engineering activity, as it is
the result of fundamental engineering techniques that decompose large problems into many
smaller interrelated problems. As a result, these smaller problems must have solutions that match
at common interfaces or terminals (both physical and data/information interfaces). Difficulties
arise as a result of wanting to assign individual responsibility to an interface, when an interface
inherently implies connecting two entities, which may each have a separate owner. It is thus the
goal of the systems interface manager to ensure that interfaces are handled in a way that accounts
for all interfaces, and has responsibility assigned such that the design process flows as smoothly as
possible, and hopefully as quickly as possible. It is the latter of these two that a first-of-a-kind
system development program needs to focus on in view of meeting short schedule timelines. It
should be obvious to the reader that not missing any of the interfaces is a given requirement for
the first-of-a-kind system development program.
6.2.1 Ownership
Although the responsibility of a given interface design, or its ownership, may be assigned
to an individual, it seems apparent that a non-partisan individual needs to be assigned
responsibility for all interfaces. This task typically falls onto the shoulders of a Systems Engineer.
The purpose in doing so is that this individual can assign interface responsibility to team members
where appropriate or can retain responsibility for a given interface if it is felt that this will be the
best way of advancing the interface design. There is obviously no clear-cut recipe for determining
the conditions for selection of either of these methods, however, the knowledge the interface
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manager has about the given subsystems that are interfacing, the amount of detailed work that
needs to be done in designing the interface, and the amount of time available to do the work will
all be drivers in making this choice.
Two other important reasons for having an interface manager are that system-level trades
can be conducted and conflicts can be resolved. In the first case, a given interface may require a
physical connection that can be accomplished by a variety of means (i.e. screw, tapped Allen nut,
hex bolt, etc.). The interface manager, knowing what is being used on many of the other
interfaces, can prescribe a component knowing it will meet the needs of the interface (i.e.
strength, size, etc.) while being a common part used in other interfaces, thus driving down parts
count, and tooling requirements, resulting in a reduction in system cost and possibly production
time. Of course the bottom line with ownership, is that someone IS responsible for the interface,
and as such, there will be someone accountable for any design issues relating to that interface.
This ensures that no interfaces are missed, and that problems do not occur further down the
development cycle (such as non-mating halves of an interface).
6.2.2 WASP SBD's and the Triangular Interface Matrix
With the downselect to the Supershell design, it was necessary to get initial Schematic
Block Diagrams (SBD's) from sub-system leaders to begin the process of identifying and tracking
the complete WASP architecture [8]. Unfortunately, not all of the sub-systems/components were
defined at the time of writing this document, and as such, not all of the WASP SBD's are
provided in Appendix H.
The SBD's were created by the subsystem leaders based both on what the FFD's and
requirements had dictated their subsystems have, as well as other subsystem components that had
appeared as necessary as the design developed. A good example of this is the fact that the
propulsion system need for cooling vents never surfaced in the FFD or QFD, but appeared as an
implicit requirement when the manufacturer of the engine said that it would only operate for a few
minutes without cooling air, as is outlined in Conklin [14].
It was felt that the initial tracking and control of the subsystem components and interfaces
should be done via an N2 diagram [10]. However, in the initial phases of the vehicle detail design,
it was felt that this diagram should track only the connections between components (interfaces
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[19]), and not any associated feed-forward or feed-backs associated with the interfaces. For this
reason, a simpler version of the N2 diagram was used, namely the Triangular Interface Matrix
(TIM) [19]. This type of diagram has all of the subsystems and components listed along both
axes, and interfaces between them are signified by a mark in the relevant matrix position, as
shown in Figure 6.2.2 below.
Figure 6.2.2 - Triangular Interface Matrix
To account for types of interfaces on the Triangular Interface Matrix, the author
designated three top level interfaces of interest to the WASP team, namely Mechanical Interfaces
(M), Signal Interfaces (S), and Power Interfaces (P). In subsystems where the components had
not yet been defined, a simple X was used to designate the fact that there was an interface, but
was not yet traced to another component (i.e. the mating half). By setting this Matrix up on a
spreadsheet in this format, the TIM can grow as the subsystems become more defined. Likewise,
the level of complexity of each of the types of interfaces (Power, Signal, Mechanical) can be
judged directly from the TIM, and can be used to determine if individual interface managers
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should be appointed for each of these types of interfaces respectively. The status of the WASP's
TIM at the time of writing this document is given in Appendix H.
6.2.3 ODtimizing Triangular Interface Matrices
Once the WASP design becomes more solidified, and the DSM is fully developed, the
interface manager can look for methods to optimize the interfaces. This can be done in two ways;
first by allocating interfacing components to a common subsystem, and second by allocating the
given subsystem to a subsystem lead. This will reduce the number of external interfaces among
subsystems, and will result in less system complexity for both design and decision making [10].
The result will be a Triangular Interface Matrix that looks more like Figure 6.2.3 below, as
compared to Figure 6.2.2 above. If directionality is associated with the interconnections in the
TIM (i.e. creating a full N2 diagram), then optimization tools such as DeMAID are available for
restructuring the subsystems compositions. However, some of these tools are extremely
unfriendly to the user, and choice of the best tool to use is crucial.
Group interfacing
elements into
common subsystems
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Re-Ordered
Components/
Subsystems
P
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S ID E 7
__- __
_
Re-Ordered Components/Subsystems
Figure 6.2.3 - Optimized Triangular Interface Matrix
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Although this optimization process sounds like a useful means of managing the detailed
design of the WASP, the volume, mass location, and power distribution system constraints placed
on the components will have to be monitored closely in this process, as they will severely limit what
component grouping can actually be performed within the confines of the WASP. It should also
be noted that there may be no possibility for optimization due to these constraints.
6.2.4 Interface Design and Management Tool
In understanding the complexity of interface management, and the perceived importance
of physical constraints in the WASP, the author felt it would be imperative to the MIT/Draper
Technology Development Partnership Project team to develop a tool that would track interfaces
and the associated responsibility thereof. The goal was to have some method of going from a
given interface on the Triangular Interface Matrix to a table that provides the information about
that interface (i.e. owner, interface physical details, data details, etc.). The solution comes easily
with the use of macros in Microsoft Excel@ that can be created to act as buttons that jump from
the TIM to a subsystem spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 6.2.4a below. A set of the WASP
system TIM's and a proposed Sub-system Spreadsheet are provided in Appendix H of this
document.
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Figure 6.2.4a - Interactive Triangular Interface Matrix Management and Design Tool
The advantage to creating this tool is that anyone who is looking at which subsystem
components interface with their subsystem components can have direct access to the complete
interface details without having to track down other team members for the information. The
author feels that this type of time savings greatly outweighs the time it takes to create the macro
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associations on the spreadsheets, and as such, is of great importance to a first-of-a-kind system
program that is very sensitive to schedules and time.
The goal in using this tool would be to have the Triangular Interface Matrix under the
ownership of an Interface Engineer. This role would involve controlling the TIM, creating the
dynamic links and Subsystem Spreadsheets, and working design issues relating to the interfaces.
The sub-system leaders could then be tagged with responsibility for a given subsystem
spreadsheet and the associated interfaces, thus ensuring that all interface designs are being
handled by someone, and that all pertinent interface information (sizes, connectors, power level,
signal type, etc.) is available to other team members.
The next step to this process would be linking the component list to the Subsystem
Spreadsheets. The component list contains all of the relevant design information of a given
component, such as size, mass, power needs, operating temperature, and cost. Linking these
databases will allow the design team to jump directly from an interface definition to details of
what two components are interfacing. This cuts down on the time necessary for a sub-system
leader to track down another sub-system leader for information about subsystem components.
The possibility also exists in the desktop computer environment for linking the component
spreadsheets to scanned images in another software package such as Microsoft Powerpoint@ (i.e.
the html programming language can open and access files from multiple software sources).
Essentially, this type of set-up is trying to combine the tracking and visualization traits
typically associated with high-cost systems like RDD-100@ and CATIA@. The expense,
however, is the time necessary to create and link these files, and the maintenance required with
them as the design changes. These time/cost functions are also highly dependent on design team
size. It seems logical that a small team working in a single environment can all have access to
some common set of hard-copies of documents and design information, such as a common filing
cabinet. As the design team grows, and perhaps occupies several locations, the time it takes to
search for a hard copy of a document increases. At even bigger team scales, the time required to
update individuals with hard copies of design information can lead to sections of the design team
being several iterations behind in terms of what information they are designing with. It is as the
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team size and structure approaches the latter levels of complexity that the author suggests the
implementation of some of the aforementioned design management techniques.
The ambiguity of when is it the proper time to develop a small scale interface system, or
when to move to a large scale commercial package suggests an area for possible research, as it
pertains to Time and Motion Studies along the lines of Gilbreth [47]. By collecting data on
design team interaction, time to access files, distribute copies and so forth, some form of
correlation could be made to help decide when to implement a given management tool. Figure
6.2.4b shows what this interaction/effectiveness diagram might look like. The idea would be to
start implementing the next design tool as the productivity with the current tool starts to decrease
with increasing design team complexity (i.e. has a negative slope). The time in the development
cycle to do this could be determined by knowing the learning curve time [10] associated with
introducing the new tool.
SCommercial
Design ManagementWorkforce
Effectiveness
(Productivity
Metric) Low-Level
Electronic Tool
Transition
/ Areas
Copy /
Design Team Complexity
(function of size, # of locations, product complexity)
Figure 6.2.4b - Design Tool Selection Based on Team Size and Effectiveness
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6.3 Structures
The structural demands of the WASP can be decomposed from two sources, namely the
constraints of the launch environment and the technical requirements determined from the
evaluation of the customer needs (QFD). The actual configuration of the structure gets technical
requirements from the QFD, however, they are also driven by the vehicle functionality determined
in the FFD. Figure 6.3a below shows the methodology created to handle the structural decision
and design process. It should be noted that all structural design choices can be tracked to their
original source via this process, and hence allows future team members to revisit decisions and the
reasons why they were made. Should any requirements or other design drivers change, this
process also facilitates the location of where the structural design driver entered the process, and
thus permits the designer a starting point for a given iteration, and a track of what a design change
will influence further in the process map.
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- - - Truncation Boundary
Figure 6.3a - WASP Structural Design Decision Process Map
Note that the process flow shown in figure 6.3a above does not account for iterations in
the decision process, where issues highlighted downstream may require returning to a design point
several blocks back in the design process. It is assumed that these feedbacks are inherent in the
design process, and can occur between any two process blocks as the need arises. Figure 6.3b
below contains a truncated version of this process.
As the design of WASP is supposed to encompass a first-of-a-kind system, aimed at
quickly moving from concept to prototype, many of the steps outlined in the process map above
occur concurrently, rather than sequentially, as the process flow might suggest. This is due in
part to the same team members being responsible for several of these process blocks. It is notable
that having a team member responsible for process blocks that interact frequently with each other
provides for reducing the iteration process time when iterations are needed, as there is minimal
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information flow dependency on other team members. This would suggest the usefulness of
creating a Design Structure Matrix for the work being performed by a team to highlight what
areas should be grouped together, as well as areas that would benefit from common team
members. This model could then be tracked to an end value such as cycle time or productivity.
The truncated process flow in figure 6.3b shows the flow down of design and decision
drivers particular to the WASP. This truncation exists in the first iteration of the design process,
when other design tools are being developed (i.e. FFD, TIM, etc.). This then allows a
preliminary material(s) selection to be made, and thus structural analyses, configuration layouts,
and vehicle sizing can be performed. The goal is to make the best material choice based on the
available design driver information, but personal insight or experience with a particular material or
manufacturing process is equally as valuable. Although some bias towards selecting a given
material will certainly exist for individuals with experience with specific materials, this insight
essentially begins the design for manufacture and assembly (DFMA) and cost analyses that will be
of importance as the process flow completes itself The end result is that the design process keeps
moving, based on good decision practices, and the goal of rapid prototyping can be achieved.
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Figure 6.3b - Truncated WASP Structural Design Decision Process Drivers in Initial Iteration
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6.3.1 Failure Modes and Structure Sizing
Based on the requirements flow-down in figure 6.3b above, the initial WASP structural
needs suggest the use of a non-metallic composite for the projectile and flight surface structures.
Since this material selection and analysis process was conducted in parallel with many of the other
WASP design tasks, it was necessary to perform an initial sizing estimate of the projectile
structure in view of calculating the vehicle mass, center of gravity, and volume. This would then
permit the initial aerodynamic performance and controllability analyses and component internal
layouts to be completed. Unlike the initial projectile wall structure size estimates made by the
team (using current 5"/54 and PGMM munition design dimensions), this phase of the program
required the development of a sizing tool that would base the structural sizing of the projectile on
some form of material failure criteria.
As noted earlier, the WASP design is intended to act as both a projectile when launched,
and a flight vehicle when on station. Thus the projectile wall and flight vehicle fuselage are one in
the same. The intention of this failure modes analysis was to consider the WASP projectile
wall/fuselage structure (henceforth referred to as the structure) as a simple hollow cylinder and
determine the related structure sizing needs (thickness) for the governing failure mode(s).
The three failure modes investigated were column buckling, localized buckling, and ply-
level failure. These failure modes were analyzed to obtain a method for quickly sizing the
required projectile structure thickness, based on the anticipated g-load and overall mass of the
projectile at launch. The g-load (or load factor) was assumed to be a constant in all of these:
analyses (i.e. steady state). This will incorporate some form of safety factor in the design, as the
plots of time versus load factor in Petkunas [37] show the wave-like structure of the g-impulse,
for which this analysis uses the peak value.
The total mass of the projectile could be decomposed into two parts, namely the structural
mass that would be subjected to distributed body forces due to acceleration, and the internal
component mass which would act as an applied force on the structure at a given point. As a
simplifying assumption, the total mass of the vehicle was assumed to be evenly supported by all of
the structure. Thus as a first order estimate, the only force being analyzed in the structure was a
g-induced body force, where the mass of the projectile structure was assumed equal to the total
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mass of the body. This method seems acceptable for initial structure sizing, however, the
anticipated presence of stress concentration factors (SCF's) [36] at component mounting points
and at material discontinuities (or cut-outs) is an issue of concern.
6.3.1.1 Column Buckling
Column buckling in a very basic derivation, has a solution for the critical buckling load
proportional to the second moment of area of the column's cross section, and inversely
proportional to the square of the length of the column [39], as shown below
EIir 2
FBuckle OC 2 (6.19)
L
and for a constant cross-sectional area
I=Ar2  (6.20)
where A is the cross-sectional area and r is the radius of gyration. When considering the body
forces due to gravity in the WASP projectile, the buckling force is defined as the mass multiplied
by the load factor at launch as follows
FBuckle =m -LF -g (6.21)
which can be decomposed further for the mass of the column, where
m =p R -t-L (6.22)
to give
FBuckle =p7rR t L LF -g (6.23)
and by combining equations 6.19 through 6.23 we get the relation for the critical buckling load of
the column as
E't "R3 3
p7rR -t-L-LFg -E 7 (6.24)
L
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which for the use of an average radius R for both the structure radius and the radius of gyration in
the case of a symmetric, thin-walled structure, results in an equation that is independent of
structure thickness, and depends wholly on the length. The end result is that another method
needs to be used to analyze the failure mode of the structure when trying to determine the
structure wall thickness.
6.3.1.2 Thin-Walled-Shell Theory of Localized Buckling
By reviewing the material on the buckling of isotropic circular cylindrical shells under
axially symmetric axial loads [52], one is able to obtain an equation that relates the minimum
buckling load of this type of structure with respect to a given structure wall thickness. This
analysis produces a result for the various buckling modes of the thin-walled-shell, however on]ly
the first mode will be of concern for the design of the WASP (i.e. initial failure).
The minimum buckling load is defined in terms of a force per unit length around the
circumference of the structure cross-section, and is given as
-Et 2
Nxmm 3(1- (6.25)
RV3(1 -v2
where the load per unit circumference can be defined in terms of the total mass of the projectile
and its wall geometry based on an average radius R as
Nxm _ , gLF (6.26)
2rR
By combining equations 6.25 and 6.26 we obtain the following expression for the structure wall
thickness, noting that the definition of the load per unit circumference results in an equation
independent of the structure's radius
m tot g LF 3(1 - 2)
S2rE(6.27)
2nE
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It should be noted that equation 6.25 for the minimum buckling load holds when the following
condition is satisfied for the length of the thin-walled cylindrical structure
S R 2t2
L = 12 2 ) (6.28)
12(1 -v 2
Since this length implies a structure loaded at the ends, using this sizing criteria automatically
builds in a factor of safety for the WASP design since the actual load will be highly dependent on
position of the shell where the load is measured (with respect to its base). So although the WASP
projectile might be designed with the above length (equ. 6.28), its effective length will be shorter,
and hence it will be stronger, due to the distributed, acceleration-induced body forces instead of
applied end-loads.
Using the sizing criteria given for the structure wall thickness, as shown in equation 6.27
above, a plot of wall thickness versus load factor was created for a series of materials, namely
carbon and boron fiber composites, aluminum, steel, and titanium [6]. In all cases, the composites
were assumed to be composed of quasi-isotropic lay-up, such that the material's stiffness (or
modulus, E) is independent of directionality. Figure 6.3.1.2a shows the thickness relations of
these five materials for an assumed projectile mass of 15 kg, based on the initial estimates of the
total WASP mass (excluding any added parachute assemblies aft of the composites).
Based on the required thickness of the structure wall, one can then look at what
percentage of the total mass will be attributed to the structural mass, or in other words, for a total
projectile mass, which material allows for the most internal componentry by mass. Thus the
percent of structural mass can be defined as
m 2rR-p -L -t%om sura ms" ture 2rR Lt .100 (6.29)
structural l' - "-"
m tot m tot
A plot of this relation is provided in figure 6.3.1.2b it is clear that the composites allow for a
much lower structural mass fraction than do the metals, especially steel.
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Figure 6.3.1.2a - WASP Structure Wall Thickness Versus g-Load for a 15 kg Projectile
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Figure 6.3.1.2b - WASP % Structural Mass Fraction Versus g-Load for a 15 kg Projectile
6.3.1.3 Ply Level Composite Failure
The final failure mode considered was ply level composite fracture analyzed using a simple
failure model based on the macroscopic material properties of an isotropic composite lay-up. The
isotropic lay-up of 0/45/-45/90 was chosen in anticipation of the need for similar material
properties in all loading directions in the WASP's given launch environment (axial g-loads and
rotating hoop stress loads [7]).
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With the help of Chris Dunn, from MIT's Technology Lab for Advanced Composites
(TELAC), the following simplified model of the loads and resulting stresses and strains in the
projectile was developed. The first set of stresses were due to the g-load in the axial direction,
and result in both a compression strain in the axial direction of the structure, and a circumferential
strain. Both strains increase linearly from the top of the structure to the bottom as a result of the
increasing mass being supported by the lower portions of the structure. These strain relations are
as follows
2 . LF .(L -x) (6.30)
A,,A 22 -A1 2  27rRL
where x is measured from the base of the structure to the top of the structure (Figure 6.3.1.3).
By multiplying and dividing by the projectile wall thickness t, the equation can be rewritten in
terms of an overall density and wall thickness as follows
A=
EX - 2 2  2 -tLFg-p(L -x) (6.31)
A .1A22 -A 2
where we have
m
2- (6.32)27rR.--L t
A similar derivation results in the circumferential strain as
A1IA22 
-A12
For the rotating case there is a circumferential strain and an associated axial strain. The
two resulting strains are defined as follows
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S Rmw2ex  - 1 (634)A,,A2 -A2 2rL
A,1 RmoeAl (6.35)
AI1 A 22 -A,2 27rL
which can be rewritten by using the same definition of the density as above, and multiplying and
dividing through by R and t to get
e x  2 - R 2mw 2tp (6.36)AI77A2 -A12
A12
AE0  A .R m 2tp (6.37)AIIA22 -A12
A pictorial representation of what these strains actually look like in terms of projectile structure
deformation is given in Figure 6.3.1.3 below.
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Figure 6.3.1.3 - Strain Deformation Model
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The magnitude of the strains for a 0/45/-45/90 lay-up were found to be on the order of
exN -10- (6.38)
/e =10 - 6
and by assuming a curing temperature difference of 200 'F, the thermal strain in the material can
be determined from
ET =a "(Tcold -Tre) (6.39)
From previous work done by the author on this topic, based on material from Artemev
[5], these strains will be on the order of 10-6. Thus the total strains in the two directions will be of
the same order as shown above. By comparing these strains to the maximum strains given by Tsai
[49] (which are on the order of 10-3), it is evident that ply level failure will not be the driving
failure mode for a continuous fiber lay-up, and hence is not a design driver.
It should be noted that the axial-load-induced circumferential strain will not actually look
like the model given in figure 6.3.1.3 above. This is due to the model assuming that the cylinder
is not fixed at the ends, when in fact, the base of the projectile will be a solid structure. This case
was not modeled at this point in time, due to the increased complexity of the analysis (i.e.
additional bending moments, strains, and cross-relations thereof [5]).
6.3.2 Detailed Design
Although the results of the previous discussion are acceptable as a first estimate of
material selection and structure sizing, the mathematical foundation to design composites for this
type of extreme-g environment is essentially non-existent. Even working with more standard
projectile structural materials such as steel and aluminum involves a degree of guess-work that is
basically answered when the design is tested in an air-gun, rail-gun, or actual live-fire test [12].
For this reason, as the detailed design of the WASP proceeds, several levels of FEM
analysis and testing will be required to validate its launch-environment survivability. This will be
due to the fact that composites do not withstand impact loads very well (i.e. internal delamination,
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fiber pull-out, composite fracture [21]) and that the current design of the WASP looks like it will
have several large cut-outs and a fairly non-uniform cylindrical geometry. However, in light of
the MIT/Draper Technology Development Partnership Project's initial charge of striving for the
unobtanium, the field of extreme-g composite design is an excellent domain for developing new
theories and design procedures, and hence an opportunity area for demonstrating a significant
"long-pole" for the WASP program.
6.3.3 Structural Testin2
The biggest question to answer is "will the composites survive the 10 000+ g's on
launch"? To answer this, the WASP structures team is creating a test plan that will act to verify
that the design sizing equations presented earlier in this section hold for this loading scenario, and
validate the choice of material for the WASP by demonstrating its launch environment
survivability. This task is currently being handled by Craig White, a WASP team member, in
conjunction with Frank Petkunas of Draper Labs and Assistant Professor Mark Spearing of MIT.
The test plan will act to evolve the design from initial scale model tests on a static Instron
machine, to air-gun and rail-gun tests that mimic the launch environment, to eventually creating
the full-scale structural mock-up for launch from a live-fire gun in some sort of recoverable launch
vessel [8]. The tests will focus on analyzing pre- and post-launch material properties, and
identifying areas of concern where material non-uniformity or cut-outs have led to local material
failure (i.e. stress concentrators). Should this given design path prove too arduous, or produce
unacceptable design constraints (i.e. thickness needed is too large), then a fall-back position is the
use of aluminum. Although this will destroy the vehicles "stealth" qualities, it is an inexpensive,
easily machineable, and fairly light-weight alternative.
The Drop Test Flyer [8] will not require as stringent a control of its structure's material
properties since it will not be subjected to the launch environment load factors. For this reason,
the Drop Test Flyer's outer shell can probably be manufactured from two composite half-shells
that can be fastened together with bolts. This will make the manufacturing process much easier,
while still affording the team the chance to use the intended structural materials in the
demonstration vehicle.
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6.3.4 Other Areas for Research
In performing the initial design of the Supershell structure, it has become apparent that
there are several areas of interest in the field of impulse-loaded composites that are not very well
developed, and may prove useful to the design community if research is conducted in these areas.
These research areas include failure prediction, material strength before and after impulse loading,
scaling design values and the associated ply-thickness to wall-thickness limits imposed, and strain
rate failure criteria.
6.4 Final WASP Flight-Vehicle Configuration
At the end of the first academic year of work on the Wide Area Surveillance Projectile
(WASP), the MIT/Draper Technology Development Partnership Project Team solidified the
design of the WASP in a Preliminary Design Review for Draper Labs. The current design is
shown in Figure 6.4a below.
Figure 6.4a - WASP Configuration
The design is intended to be a transforming projectile, where the projectile structure acts
as the fuselage of the flying configuration. The flight surfaces are deployed downrange, and the
wings telescope to provide a larger planform area and higher aspect ratio. The empennage is an
inverted V configuration, and the propeller will also be deployable. The componentry weight and
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location within the WASP necessitate a swept-back wing, in order to move the aerodynamic
center back [22,16], resulting in a 5%-10 % stability margin in pitch [22].
The figures below provide a view of the current component placement scenario for the
propulsion, communications, and sensing systems needed for the WASP, and the sizing of the
vehicle in its surveillance flight configuration (fully deployed).
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Figure 6.4b - WASP Component Layout
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starter
Figure 6.4c - WASP Sizing
6.5 Prototype Long-Poles Versus the Full WASP System
The work conducted through the first year of the MIT/Draper Technology Development
Partnership Project laid the groundwork for developing the Wide Area Surveillance Projectile
(WASP). As mentioned earlier in this document, the intention of the program was to develop a
first-of-a-kind system that the team could demonstrate at the end of two years. Thus it was
necessary to identify what the team has coined "long-poles" for the program to achieve its system
demonstration goal.
Long-poles refer to the enabling technologies, subsystem functions, and system
functionality that, once demonstrated, act to prove that the complete system will meet the
intended customer requirements and program objectives. Based on this long-pole demonstration
idea, the team has identified several small scale subsystem tests, and several large-scale integrated
system tests that it feels will demonstrate the capability of the WASP. Some of these subsystem
tests have been mentioned previously in the structures section of this document (Section 6.3).
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The large-scale tests include the two main long-poles of the WASP program, namely a Gun-
Launched Structural Test Vehicle and a Drop-Test Flyer.
The Gun-Launched Structural Test Vehicle is intended to demonstrate the survivability of
the WASP projectile structure and deployable surfaces after being launched from either a rail-gun
[12] or within a protective canister from a real gun. All non-g hardened electronic equipment will
be represented as masses in this structure, to emulate the vibration response of the vehicle as
closely as possible. It will be the intention of the team to test the functionality of the
deployable surfaces and the material strength after the launch procedure.
The Drop-Test Flyer is intended as a non-g-hardened vehicle that demonstrates the
integrated flight and imaging capabilities of the WASP. A full-scale vehicle will be fitted with the
appropriate subsystems, and will perform a simulated mission as specified by the design team and
Draper. For full details on the long-poles of the WASP program, please refer to Bernstein [8] for
detailed program demonstration requirements and the associated schedule.
6.5.1 Using Long-Poles for Prototype Demonstration
The use of long-poles is a key program element, as it does not constrain the team to
having a fully functional, fully integrated system within the short time span of the program
schedule. Thus by using long-poles, the program can be completed quickly without having to
invest heavily in areas where current technology does not meet the system needs. An example of
this is the imaging sensor. Although work is being conducted by Xybion electronics [55] on a g-
hardened imaging camera, its current size and packaging and market availability do not align with
the WASP program schedule. Hence in the Drop-Test Flyer, the mission functionality of the
system will be demonstrated as the long-pole using a non-g-hardened sensor. This will allow an
off-the-shelf imaging sensor to be used to meet the demonstration requirements of the WASP,
without impacting the schedule of the program by having to develop a g-hardened sensor -n-.
house. This highlights the fact that the design team should gain agreement from the customer
early in the design process of what can and will be demonstrated as part of a contract for a first-
of-a-kind system, in order to minimize initial errors in estimating the program schedule and cost.
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7. Section VII - Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 The Wide Area Surveillance Projectile
With the use of the initial customer requirements, and those derived from other sources, it
appears that the Wide Area Surveillance Projectile (WASP) fills a market niche in the need for a
rapid response, local control, unmanned reconnaissance vehicle. The current configuration of the
system meets the customer requirements, and has the capability to perform the intended mission.
Given that the MIT/Draper Technology Development Partnership Project is funded for
two years, it is apparent that the complete WASP system will not be built before the contracts
ends. However, it will be possible to demonstrate the functionality of much of the system via a
"Long-Poles" test program. The results of this program should serve to verify the design
concepts, and validate the design decisions. The end result should be a design that is sufficiently
demonstrated to allow Draper to decide if the program should be taken to the next level of
prototyping.
7.2 Ballistics and Aerodeceleration
The current ballistic models are acceptable for spin-stabilized ballistic flight, and to some
extent, fin-stabilized ballistic flight. In the latter case, a revised drag profile will be needed
throughout the Mach range the projectile will be flying, due to the extra drag of the fins. The
dynamic stability of the projectile should be the prime concern of the ballistics group of the design
team, as the low WASP weight may drive the design towards a fin-stabilized configuration. Once
that question is answered then the aerodeceleration system can be looked at, in view of the
possibility of adding the supersonic pull-up or range extension functionality (Section 4.5.2).
Doing so would add capability to the WASP system, and thus make it more appealing to its
intended market.
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7.3 Structures
The structural design of the WASP will be based on the use of some form of advanced
material that is both lightweight and strong. The use of a fiber reinforced polymer composite
appears to be a feasible method for creating the WASP structure. Although the analyses in this
document have provided some insight into the failure modes to be expected, and some structural
sizing criteria based on them, the adverse response of composites to impact loads necessitates the
use of experimental testing at several points in the WASP development schedule. Likewise, the
lack of technical data about the high-g loading environment on composites suggests that this is a
prime area for further investigation, and that current knowledge of what survives a gun-launch is
based primarily on experience with the design (if the design survives launch then it is good).
7.4 Systems
The use of Systems Engineering best practices is vital when designing a complex product.
Systems Engineering design tools require an initial investment in time early in the design process,
but result in less effort needed further into the design process. This occurs because the tools used
ensure that engineering decisions are based on what the design should be (customer's desires and
functional capabilities) instead of simply what it could be (designer's pre-set idea).
The WASP team used many of these tools effectively, as expanded upon in this document.
However, there are instances in the design process where the design was not fully explored at a
system level, resulting in unforeseen design issues occurring downstream. Instances of this
occurred with the design team jumping straight to performance-driven design, instead of taking
the time to explore the functionality of the system, such as the need for good surveillance imagery
and the inclusion of some form of aerodeceleration system on board the WASP. The continuation
of the WASP program should include a revisiting period before the detailed designs are solidified.
The goal of this period should be to review the high level systems decomposition of the WASP in
order to highlight all technical and customer needs that have not been addressed, or result in some
technical analysis that needs to be solved.
To answer technical questions that arise from the systems decomposition of the project, it
should be the intention of a design team, in preliminary design iterations, to use models that are
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detailed enough to answer the necessary performance questions, and not so detailed that more
time is spent defining a model than defining a concept. The result of this ideology is that the
design process will progress as quickly as possible, within the context of having a safe design.
This means that the results of the models are accurate enough to base design decisions upon
From a Systems Management point of view, especially as applied to a first-of-a-kind
system like the WASP, the use of rapid analysis and design tools is very important. These tools
may take the form of a simple equation (as mentioned above), a process flow, an analysis scheme,
or a manufacturing technique. However, the main goal should be the use of the right tool at the
right time. If the design process is moving so quickly that hand-sketched configurations are the
only way to keep up with the iterations, then that is the tool to use. If the design is so complex
that spreadsheets are unable to keep track of all the interfaces, then a more powerful commercial
management tool is needed. The choice of Systems Engineering tool usage may even include the
number of process steps used in the system design, where your team structure and design
requirements may only necessitate performing a portion of the systems design steps in order to
meet the customer's needs (i.e. tailor the systems design process to the system).
7.5 Lessons learned
7.5.1 Team Structure and the Opportunity Generating Process
The work conducted during this opportunity generating phase of the project was delivered
to the customer (Draper Laboratory) as the Priorities and Opportunities Document [29]. The
methodical structure used in performing the priorities generating process demonstrated to be very
effective in tracking and accounting for decisions made about what was and was not an
opportunity area. However, there were two key elements of this process that did not meet the
objectives that one would consider necessary for a first-of-a-kind system design team.
The first element was the way the team was formed and introduced to the project.
Starting in the summer months, the team was slowly assembled from a mix of graduate and
undergraduate students. As a result, for the first month or so of the program, most of the team
members were at different positions on the learning curve about what the MIT/Draper
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Technology Development Partnership Project was. In addition to this, the team members were
dropped into the opportunity generating process without having reviewed the background
material researched during the summer months. So although the opportunity generating process
was well structured, the initial team start-up was not, and this led to a period of confusion about
what the program's goals were.
The second element was the team size and the way the opportunity areas were explored.
It is the intention of any program manager to try and allow for a period of team forming, and the
development of good group dynamics. However, most of the meetings and idea generating
session held in the early stages of the program included the whole team, and many members of
faculty. It should be the goal of the program manager to have more small team working sessions,
as opposed to somewhat formal, large team, peer sessions. This will ensure personal interaction
amongst the team members, which should result in the development of good group dynamics.
This will then allow the program to tackle the goal of a first-of-a-kind system much earlier in the
program schedule, as the team will function more effectively together.
7.5.2 Project Selection and Knowing the Customer
The first lesson drawn from the project idea development and selection process is obvious
from the resulting choice of project -- know your customer. In retrospect, it is quite obvious why
Draper chose the surveillance projectile. Draper has a lot of effort invested in the development of
guidance and control systems for competent and precision guided munitions. Likewise, their
customer base has traditionally been government and military contracts, especially with the
NAVY in the past couple of decades. Thus the choice of projects matches perfectly with the
company's profile, and future interests. The disappointment the design team felt after the down-
select was mostly due to the fact that it had been told to explore the unobtanium and shoot for the
"blue sky" when generating ideas. Perhaps the real design guidelines should have been explore
the unobtanium and shoot for the blue sky on projects that are closely related to what Draper is
currently doing.
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7.5.3 Documentation
Documentation is a must. All to often it is not included into a design team's schedule, and
results in unforeseen time lags in the project schedule (to catch up on the work), or the total loss
of tracking design decisions (and therefore the rationale for decisions cannot be reviewed at a
later date). Thus it is imperative that documentation be included as part of the schedule, and that
the documents be tracked for availability and archival.
7.5.4 Individual Bias
The presence of individual bias in any decision process is inevitable. No matter what an
individual's convictions are about being open to new ideas, there is a trend to stay on familiar
ground, or in the case of the WASP design team, the air! What this means is that in reviewing the
FFD late in the design process, the author raised the question "why does our surveillance system
have to fly?" Good question. The niche market for a rapid response projectile is clear, but the
need for a flying surveillance platform is not. Perhaps the fact that the whole design team was
from an Aero-Astro background resulted in the team looking solely at flying concepts.
If the intention of the WASP is to have a rapid, cost-effective means of surveying an area,
then a projectile that seeds sensors along its route could do the same job. Instead of having a
large amount of space dedicated to flight surface and a propulsion system, a projectile could be
loaded with several deployable sensor packages that would parachute to the ground. Once on the
ground, these sensors would have the same communications set-up as the WASP does, and could
either be stationary (with a moving sensor), or be motorized for assessing different areas.
7.5.5 Team Structure
For a program like the MIT/Draper Technology Development Partnership Project, where
the design team is composed of many multi-talent individuals, the team structure should try to
function like a "merry-go-round". Although there are sub-system primes on the project, the flow
of work does not distribute evenly to all subsystems at all times. Thus for a fast-paced first-of-a-
kind system program, the team should be set up to attack all issues as they arise. Essentially, for a
small integrated design team, the team manager should know the strengths and weaknesses of the
team members. Then, as design issues arise, they can be handled by whichever team members
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have the best combination of time availability, and necessary skills. The result of such a set-up
will be a more evenly distributed workload for the whole team, and most likely, a schedule that
can move much more quickly than a traditional set-up where individuals only handle issues that
fall under their sub-system umbrella.
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MIT / Draper Technology Development Partnership Project
IR&D Project No.
MIT Investigators: John Deyst & Charles Boppe
Draper Contact: Byong Ahn
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT
The MIT / Draper Technology Development Partnership project seeks to
develop and demonstrate an innovative first-of-a-kind system judged to be important
to the needs of the nation. While the technical capabilities and facilities of the
organizations involved are critical in this process, another key factor for this project is
the research performed to identify the national needs, identify opportunities, and
select the best project with multiple ways to win. A market study will also be used to
assess potential return-on-investment and structured risk mitigation plan will be
developed in support of an "Adoption, Adaptation, and Invention Plan" and a
"Forward, Reverse, and Re-Engineering Plan." A system technology demonstrator is
planned for the second year's activity.
PROBLEM
In response to a rapidly changing world environment with shifting needs in
both the defense and commercial sectors, there is a need to explore new
opportunities that focus on multiple customer needs and are aligned with today's
national priorities. It is important to recognize that dealing with requirements is the
key to attacking this problem. This will require structuring the effort to merge key
enabling technologies - both newly developed and those that now exist - to address a
nationally important priority and demonstrate the resulting system within a 2-year
period.
OBJECTIVES and SCHEDULE
Objectives
This project's objectives are aligned with two main themes. The first deals with
the primary thrust that addresses the development of a first-of-a-kind system/product
with related enabling technologies that addresses a nationally important need.
Concept selection will be supported with a full competitive analysis and an
identification of market potential. A strong customer focus will be inherent in this
process. In achieving the objectives within the first theme - full use of both Draper and
Institute facilities will be made.
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A second theme focuses on a need to develop future entrepreneurs and
innovative engineers. With creativity and innovation, the need to initiate, refine, and
adapt a scheme that effectively sets up an environment where top-rated students can
nurture new ideas becomes a significant challenge. Implementation of a somewhat
structured plan and the use of consultants and special seminar speakers will play
important roles in this process.
Milestone Schedule
Two Figures (#1 & #2) have been prepared to characterize the schedule and
plan that will be used to link the proposed activities. A table of resulting objectives
that addresses the two themes discussed in the preceding section follows.
Objective # Description Start End
1 Priority / Opportunity Assessment 7/96 9/96
2 Market Assessment 9/96 11/96
3 Integrated Prgrm. & Risk Mgmt. Plan 11/96 1/97
4 Product Conceptual Design 1/97 5/97
5 Technology Demonstrator Design/Plan 3/97 5/97
6 Relevant Technology Development I 2/97 5/97
7 MIT / Draper Activity Coordination 5/97 9/97
8 Product Preliminary Design 9/97 12/97
9 Relevant Technology Development II 9/97 4/98
10 Tech. Demonstrator Construction 1/97 4/98
11 Technology Demonstrator 4/98 5/98
12 Final Report 4/98 6/98
APPROACH
The project plan shown in Figure #1 includes all the relevant end-to-end
processes necessary to develop and demonstrate a system concept of national
significance. In particular the project will define multiple system concepts, provide
objective market assessments of each concept, select one system concept, develop
critical technologies, design and develop a prototype, and demonstrate key system
capabilities. Students and faculty from two departments and three graduate degree
programs in the MIT School of Engineering will participate. Teams consisting of
students, faculty and cognizant engineers from both Draper and Lincoln Laboratories,
will be the primary organizational units through which the project will be executed.
The project will include a five member student group from the Master of Engineering
Program (MEng) in Aeronautics and Astronautics. It will also include five Master of
Science (SM) students, appropriately chosen from either Aeronautics and
Astronautics or Electrical Engineering. A few undergraduate students, supported
through the Undergraduate Research Opportunity Program (UROP), will be
participants as well. Faculty from both departments, and Draper and Lincoln
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engineers will serve as both team members and academic advisors for the MEng, SM
and UROP students.
The project plan spans a two year period from July 1996 through June 1998.
July and August of 1996 will be a period of data gathering and capability assessment.
During the first term of the 1996/97 academic year multiple concepts will be defined
and analyzed, both in terms of feasibility and national importance. During the
January Independent Activities Period (IAP) an intensive process of risk assessment,
planning and documentation will be pursued; leading to a definitive plan and
schedule for the remaining 1.5 year project period. From February 1997 through
January 1998 the major system design activity will be pursued. From January
through May of 1998 the system demonstration(s) will be developed culminating in a
final design review. Finally, the month of June 1998 will be used to create an
integrated final report.
The two groups of graduate students will play somewhat different roles in the
project, according to their designated degree goals. The MEng program is design-
oriented and focuses on system engineering. It requires students to successfully
complete a significant design effort during the time period from January through May.
For MEng students participating in this program, the project proposed here will be the
focus of that design effort. Furthermore, since the MEng program is nominally
completed in nine months, the program plan includes two groups of MEng student
participants, one for the academic year 1996/97 and a second for 1997/98.
Conversely, since the MS programs in both Aeronautics and Astronautics and
Electrical Engineering are directed toward research, and typically span two or more
years of effort, the proposed project plan assumes that the MS students will stay with
the program for the full two years. Furthermore, these students and their faculty
advisors will concentrate more on the critical technologies rather than the system
aspects of the project. However, the Aerospace Product Design course, which is
required for all MEng students, will be a requirement for all MS students participating
in the program as well. The methods and tools developed in that course include a
collection of integrative mechanisms which all participating students will need to
ensure the project's success.
Figure #2 is another diagram of the proposed program plan, which provides
another view or perspective of the planned phases and deliverables. As shown, the
project will commence in the summer of 1996 with efforts to gather information on
national priorities, identify Draper and Lincoln capabilities and facilities, and
coordinate the complementary activity at Draper. During the fall semester 1996 all
students will be enrolled in the Aerospace Product Design course which emphasizes
the methods and tools for orderly and effective concept development. Also, in this
same time period, a series of teams will be organized to define and study a series of
possible system concepts. For each potential system concept a set of primary
requirements and necessary technologies will be identified, along with a market
assessment for the concept. At the end of the semester a single system concept will
be chosen for development. During (IAP) a functional analysis and technology
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assessment will be developed for the chosen system, leading to a thorough
Requirements Review at the end of IAP. During the 1997 spring semester
concentrated parallel efforts in conceptual design and technology development will
be executed along with the development of a detailed demonstration plan. A concept
design review will mark the end of the spring semester. MEng theses will also be
available at this point in time. During the summer of 1997 the system design will be
further developed and plans refined for the academic year 1997/98. A new group of
MEng students will enter the program in the fall of 1997, at which point the project will
be initiating the preliminary design of the system, along with further technology
development. A Preliminary Design Review will be held at the end of the fall term, in
preparation for construction of the system demonstrator. IAP and the spring term of
1998 will see an intense period of construction, integration and testing of the system
demonstrator. Actual demonstration is planned for the end of the spring term,
followed by a final design review and documentation in the form of both MEng and
SM theses.
The concentrated team effort envisioned for the project will require
coordination. Weekly meetings will be an integral part of the team development
approach. MIT, Draper and Lincoln participants will be included, as appropriate, in
these meetings. Particular care and attention will be given to the process of
coordinating the parallel developments of the system and supporting technology.
PROGRESS
New Project Start
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Resumes
Dr. John J. Deyst, Jr.
Professor
MIT - Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
B.S., M.I.T. - 1958 M.S., M.I.T. - 1964 PhD., MIT 1967
Dr. Deyst's teaching and research have concentrated in the area of information
systems. Three major applications are of primary interest. These include all
aspects of aerospace vehicle onboard systems, with emphasis on the stringent
requirements imposed by real time aircraft and spacecraft applications. Large
scale systems for command and control, such as air traffic management and
control of satellite fleets, are a second area of effort. Finally, the use of
information technology for the productive development of both hardware and
software for aerospace vehicles is a third area of effort.
Dr. Deyst's professional activities include being a Fellow of the AIAA, a
member of the SAE Aerospace Control and Guidance Systems Committee, Co-
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Flight and Engine Controls, a member of the
DDR&E Senior Review Group on Precision Strike (1992-1994), Lecturer in the
M.I.T. Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics (1974-1994), Chairman of
the AIAA Guidance and Control Technical Committee (1980-1981). In addition,
he has been a member of numerous DOD and NASA advisory panels on
guidance systems, advanced avionics, flight control systems, structural
dynamics, and computation.
From 1994 to the present, Dr. Deyst has been a Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Prior to 1994, he
was Director of the Draper Laboratory Guidance Technology Center. In
addition, he served as Director of Technology Programs. In 1988 he was
Technical Area Manager for Fault-Tolerant Systems at Draper Laboratory.
Charles W. Boppe
Senior Lecturer
MIT - Department of Aeronautics & Astronautics
BS (magna cum laude), New York University- 1970, MS, New York University 1972
In 1970, Mr Boppe joined Grumman Corporation. With several years
experience, he discovered relationships between 2-D and 3-D transonic flows
that form the foundation of Grumman's current approach to high-speed wing
design. This work had a first-order impact on airfoil/wing optimization for the X-
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29 Forward Swept Wing Technology Demonstrator and the Gulfstream-lll and
Gulfstream-IV aircraft.
In 1974, Mr. Boppe was selected to be a NASA/Industry Research Associate.
The assignment placed him in the Theoretical Aerodynamics Branch at Langley
Research Center. During this one year tour, Mr. Boppe conceived of,
developed, and verified a creative new approach for analyzing airfoils and
wings at transonic speeds. This work was the basis for being awarded NASA's
Public Service Medal. In the years that followed, the approach evolved into a
method that defines many limits of complex configuration analysis at transonic
speeds. The resulting computer program is still in use to this day with many
government and industry organizations. In 1990, it was identified (AIAA 90-
1802, Feb 1990) as the primary aerodynamic design tool for Northrop's B-2
Stealth Bomber. In 1981, Mr. Boppe received the prestigious AIAA Lawrence
Sperry Award for his contribution to the field of Computational Aerodynamics.
The Society of Automotive Engineers awarded the Wright Brothers Medal to Mr.
Boppe in 1986 for "A Meritorious Contribution to Aeronautical Engineering." In
1990, he became the only person to win the Wright Brothers Medal twice in its
entire 67-year history.
Mr. Boppe holds a U.S. Patent for a wing tip flow control concept and has a
second Patent pending on subsystem integration for medical devices. His work
has been published in the Progress in Aeronautics series, Journal of Aircraft,
and The Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power - as well as in
Aerospace America, and Mechanical Engineering magazines. His technical
papers have been published by AIAA, SAE, ASME, AGARD, and SNAME. Mr.
Boppe has been a guest lecturer at the von Karman Institute (Belgium),
Universitad Politecna de Madrid, Middle East Technical University (Ankara),
International Center for Transportation Studies (Italy), University of Tennessee,
Princeton University, N.Y.U., Polytechnic Institute of New York, University of
Florida, Penn State, West Virginia University, California State University,
University of Kansas, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, University of Rhode
Island, and M.I.T. He has been an invited lecturer at the Purdue University
Short Course on "Integration of Winged Flight Vehicles" for 10-years. In the
spring of 1991 - he was selected to be a NATO-AGARD Special Course
Lecturer.
As a Principal Engineer at Grumman, from 1988 to 1994, Mr. Boppe headed up
the Integrated Aircraft Technologies Group in Grumman's Technology
Development Department. In 1994, he was recruited by MIT to join the faculty
in the Department of Aeronautics & Astronautics for the purpose of helping to
set up two new practice-oriented masters degree programs. At present, he is
developing and teaching the "Aerospace Product Design" course for the
Department's Master of Engineering degree and the "Systems Engineering"
course for the Institute's Systems Design & Management degree.
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Appendix B - Lead Opportunity Area Concept Pictures
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Appendix C - Pictorial Representation of WASP Mission Scenarios
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Appendix E - Functional Flow Diagrams (Initial and Revisited)
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Appendix F - Sizing Spreadsheet for Mass, CofG, and Moments of
Inertia
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SUPERSHELL LAUNCH CONFIGURA ON
Density Primary X- Primary Y- Primary Z- Volume (cu. General Ixx (g lyy (g Izz (g C of G X C of G Y C of G Z
Component Person Cost ($) Material (g/cm ^3) Mass (9) Axis (cm) Axis (cm) Axis (cm) cm.) Shape mm ^2) mm "2) mm ^2) (cm) (cm) (cm)
Tan
Nose Cone FIP 2.8 1625.5857 33 6.35 outer rad 580 6 Hollow Cone 25489 111093 111093 44 0 0
4.85 Inner rad
Motor
1406 Ted 3.96 193 4 447 3 73 dia 48 8 Cylinder 336 490 490 50 5 0 0
BAttery Pack
upper
Wing Mount low e
Wing Bolts
Uppr Wking_
Lower WMng
otor Shaft
Motor Prop
era System
PS / IMU
LEFT RN
RIGHTFIN
Fin Bolts
Comm Sysem_
Electronics and
Computer
Shell wall
Shell base Inner
puck
Wiring (2.5%
masM__
Attachments(10% mass)
thermal
ba tt 29 1 C.vlindr R4817 nnRR 20083
steel 79 135 72662 2 5 dia 3.5 172 CylInder 106 192 192 34 0 -3.5
steel 7 9 135 72662 2 5 dia 3.5 17 2 Cylinder 106 192 192 34 0 -3.5
er steel 7.9 135.72662 231 dia 3.5 17.2 Cylinder 106 192 192 34 0 3.5
FFP 2.8 1497.3 31 1 5 11 5 534.75 Box 16782.2375 120189.519 136410.269 17.5 -0.5 -0 75
FFP 2.8 1497.3 31 1 5 11 5 534.75 Box 16782.2375 120189.519 136410.269 17.5 0.5 0.75
estimate 1 243 9 3 9 243 Box 1822.5 1822.5 3280.5 28.5 0 3
estimate 1 432 16 3 9 432 Box 3240 9540 12132 24 0 -3.5
FRP 2.8 105 15 5 0.5 37.5 Box 220 9375 2187.5 1970.9375 9 -2.5 -3 5
_ FP 2.8 105 15 5 0.5 37.5 Box 220 9375 2187.5 1970.9375 9 2.5 -3.5
estimate 1 162 6 3 9 162 Box 1215 607.5 1579.5 5 0 3
estimate 1 324 12 3 9 324 Box 2430 4131 6075 11 0 3
Hollow
Cory/Staci FFRP 2.8 4877 33 6.35 outer rad 1742 Cylinder 152935.103 519033.259 519033.259 16.5 0 0
4.85 inner rad
Cory/Stacl FFRP 3.8 140 2 4 85 dia 36.9 Cylinder 413 253 253 1 0 0
322.455408
1289.82163
Shell
. .. Total 14510 4934 248412 3688145 3709746 21.2 0.0 0.0
_ _ 1 _ _ 1 1 4 4 1 1 4 4 I I I
1425
I I
SUPERSHELL FLYING CONFIGURA1 ON
Density Primary X- Primary Y- Primary Z- Volume (cu. General Ixx (g lyy (g lz (g C of G X C of G Y C ofGZ
Component Person Cost ($) Material (g/cm 3) Mass (g) Axis (cm) Axis (cm) Axis (cm) cm.) Shape mmm2 mmA2) mmA^2) (cm) (cm) (cm)
Tan
Nose Cone FFRP 2.8 1625 5857 33 6.35 outer rad 580.6 HollowCone 25489 111093 111093 44 1 0 1 0
4 85 Inner rad
Motor
1406 Ted 3.96 193.4 4 47 3.73 dia 48 8 Cylinder 336 490 490 50 5 0 0
BAttery Pack
upper _
Wing Mount low
Wing Bolts
Upper Wng_
inner upper win
Lower Wing
inner lower winj
Motor Shaft
Motor Prp
Camera System
GPS / IMU
LEFT RN
RIGHT RN
Fin Bolts
Comm System
Electronics and
Computer
Shell wall
Shell base inner
puck 
__
Wiring (2.5%
mass _
Attachments
(10% mass) 
__
thermal R4817 2AR3 20083
ltterl y o. , -.. ..- . v I ... . . ...
steel 7 9 135.72662 2.5 dia 3 5 17.2 Cylinder 106 192 192 34 0 -3.5
'er steel 7.9 135 72662 2.5 dia 3.5 17.2 Cylinder 106 192 192 34 0 3.5
FFP 2 8 1100 4 11.5 31 1.5 534 75 Box 88330.025 100251.025 12333.65 31 -18.85 -0.75
SFP 2.8 396 9 7 27 0 75 141 75 Box 24130 2797 25732.35 1639.27969 31 -31.35 -0.75
FRP 2.8 1100 4 11.5 31 1.5 534 75 Box 88330 025 100251.025 12333.65 31 18.85 0.75
_ FP 2 8 396.9 7 27 0.75 141.75 Box 24130.2797 25732 35 1639.27969 31 31 35 0.75
estimate 1 243 9 3 9 243 Box 1822.5 1822.5 3280.5 28.5 0 3
estimate 1 432 16 3 9 432 Box 3240 9540 12132 24 0 -3.5
FRP 2.8 105 5 0.5 15 37 5 Box 1970.9375 220 9375 2187.5 3.5 -3.5 -12
FRP 2 8 105 5 05 15 37 5 Box 1970 9375 220.9375 2187.5 3.5 3.5 -12
estimate 1 162 6 3 9 162 Box 1215 607.5 1579.5 5 0 3
estimate 1 324 12 3 9 324 Box 2430 4131 6075 11 0 3
Hollow
Cory/Staci FRP 2.8 4877 33 6.35 outer rad 1742 Cylinder 152935.103 519033.259 519033.259 16.5 0 0
4.85 inner rad
Cory/Staci FFRP 2.8 103 2 4.85 dia 36.9 Cylinder 304 187 187 1 0 0
321 531682
1286 12673
Shell
2968.2
Total 14468.9257 .. 2033482 3987194 5291715 22.3 0 0 -0.1
14 A " 259Q 1 C lilnder
Appendix G - Possible Aerodecelerator Design Solution
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Appendix H - Preliminary Schematic Block Diagrams for the WASP,
Associated Triangular Interface Matrices, and Example of Developed
Interface Control Spreadsheet
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Control and Processing
Interface
ID# TO FROM TYPE Physical Interface Information Data Interface Information OWNER
I will include wiring, bolts, cable termination
make auto on dsm on dsm PMS type, size, voltage levels, current data rate, message format
SA=analog signal
SD=digital signal
SR=radio signal
assign # GPS Antenna Environment M,S
assign # GPS Antenna Power Conditioner P
assign # Vehicle Body GPS Antenna M
